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Total number of participants: 213 

Visit our website at www.henrycountycompplan.com to learn more and provide your own feedback! 

How did you hear about this survey? 

Public Open House- 7.5% 

Social media- 53.5% 

Family or Friend- 14.1% 

Newspaper- 5.6% 

Project Website- 2.4% 

Other (Please specify) - 16.9% 

“Other” included: Chamber of Commerce, focus group meetings, EDC, email, and steering committee 
meeting 

 

Where do you live, work, and play? 
Ashland 

 Live- 0% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

 
Bloutsville 

 Live- 0% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

Cadiz 
 Live- 0.8% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play-  0.76% 

Dunreith 
 Live- 0.8% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play-0% 

 

Grant County 
 Live- 0%  
 Work- 0% 
 Play-0% 

Greensboro 
 Live- 0.8% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

Hillsboro 
 Live- 0.8% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0.76% 

Honey Creek 
 Live- 0.8% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

 
 

Kennard 
 Live- 0.8% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

Knightstown  
 Live- 2.3% 
 Work- 3.05% 
 Play- 4.58% 

Lewisville  
 Live- 2.3% 
 Work- 2.29% 
 Play- 1.53% 

Lury 
 Live- 0% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

 
 

http://www.henrycountycompplan.com/
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Maple Valley 
 Live- 0% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play-0% 

 
Mechanicsburg 

 Live- 1.5% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

Middletown 
 Live- 8.4% 
 Work- 3.2% 
 Play- 6.11% 

 
Millville 

 Live- 0.8% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

 
Mooreland  

 Live- 4.6% 
 Work- 0.76% 
 Play- 2.29% 

 
Mount Summit  

 Live- 3.1% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 3.05% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

New Castle 
 Live- 41.2% 
 Work- 46.56% 
 Play- 36.64% 

 
New Lisbon 

 Live- 3.1% 
 Work- 3.05% 
 Play- 2.29% 

Ogden  
 Live- 0% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

 
Raysville 

 Live- 0% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

 
Rogersville 

 Live- 0% 
 Work- 0% 
 Play- 0% 

 
Shirley  

 Live- 0.8% 
 Work-  0.76% 
 Play- 0.76% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Spiceland 
 Live- 3.8% 
 Work- 5.34% 
 Play- 1.53% 

Springport 
 Live- 3.8% 
 Work- 0.76% 
 Play- 0.76% 

 
Straughn  

 Live- 2.3% 
 Work- 2.9% 
 Play- 1.53% 

 
Sulphur Springs 

 Live- 3.1% 
 Work- 0.76% 
 Play- 0.76% 

 
Westwood  

 Live- 3.1% 
 Work- 0.76% 
 Play- 1.53% 

 
Elsewhere in Henry County 

 Live- 5.3% 
 Work- 7.63% 
 Play- 8.4% 

 
Outside of Henry County 

 Live- 6.1% 
 Work- 22.14% 
 Play- 26.72%

Outside of Henry County (please specify) 

 Live 
o Hagerstown 
o Houston 
o Jennings County 
o Indianapolis 
o Hancock County 
o Rural Delaware County  
o Right on the county line but Fayette County  
o Rushville  
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 Work 
o Indianapolis 
o Retired 
o Sugar Creek 
o Houston 
o Muncie  
o Greenfield 
o Madison 
o Markleville 
o Rushville 
o Northern Indianapolis- Hamilton County  
o Greenfield 
o Fishers 
o Marion County 
o Pendleton 
o Hagerstown 

 Play 
o Indianapolis 
o Hagerstown 
o Richmond and Muncie  
o Anderson or Muncie 
o Houston 
o Out of state 
o Everywhere in the state 
o Parks in Indianapolis 
o Legal states 
o Muncie, Anderson, Noblesville area 
o Union City  
o Indianapolis or Muncie 
o Muncie 
o Greenfield 
o Muncie, Indianapolis, Henry County  
o Hamilton County  
o Hagerstown 
o Carmel 
o Anderson 
o Noblesville 
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Community Dictionary 
Participants were given the opportunity to define the following terms or phrases in their own words.  

Here is what they had to say. 

Strong Education System:  

 School systems that incorporate or cooperate with early childhood education. High 
graduation rates and good vocational programs. 

 Meets the needs of all levels of learners and propels their knowledge further.  
 Individuals participate to make themselves better and to better their community. 
 Need the education skills to be able to bring a higher standard of living to the area. 
 A public education system which prepares residents for lifelong learning, continual self-

improvement and active citizenship. Everything else will follow. 
 Education that teaches critical thinking and problem solving skills.  A system that 

prepares young people for the future and teaches them to be self-reliant and hard 
working. 

 School systems that are supported by the community and where teachers are allowed 
to teach children the material and not for the specific test. 

 A system from preschool through postsecondary that meets the needs of the 
community. Pre-K-12 programs where parents are encouraged and expected to 
participate and where staff act in a professional manner.  

 Career programs that are responsive to the needs of the local employers and 
postsecondary opportunities that turn out graduates with real employment 
opportunities with minimal debt. 

 Education for pre-school 
 Better than average public education available 
 Schools that work together with business to achieve a good environment for our 

children 
 A strong education system is made up of several entities. Diversified high school system 

where there is two Plan "A's". One geared toward higher education and one geared to 
trades.  

 Multiple options for higher education.  
 Moving forward with more Pre-K education, building on our vocational program. 
 Emphasis place more on helping build the academic piece (assistance with learning 

disabilities and struggling students) rather than such a strong emphasis on sports. Sports 
is an extracurricular activity, but it rules in our county. 

 Expand Ivy Tech; better fund public schools 
 The comprehensive view is taken of education from preschool to 12th grade and 

beyond including technical college, skilled trades, and other certification methods to 
obtain credentials. 

 One that celebrates critical thinking and encourages/teaches civil debate while 
providing an environment safe from exclusion. 

 High ranking schools and graduation rates along with technical training  
 A strong education system is one that is able to provide quality options to meet all 
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student needs.   
 Let teachers teach. 
 Education that will stay with and be useful to the student all their lives.  Education that 

is more than just the answers to a test. 
 High retention rates, high graduation rates, all day kindergarten in every elementary 

school in the county, preschool available for every eligible child in the county 
 Schools in which student welfare and education are more important than governmental 

regulation. 
 Excels in educating our future leaders.  
 Free k-12, free busing, free meals, properly staffed. High School sex education, real life 

skills, & other technical certifications programs, free of charge. Every student should 
graduate with some form of certification.  

 Education that exposes you to the world outside of Henry County. 
 Assists all children regardless of social and economic status and endures that they 

succeed and graduate despite statistics 
 This is the foundation of our future workforce.  But we need a new emphasis on life 

skills and less of an emphasis on test scores. 
 A public school that encourages student equally. Where they are safe and where 

education comes before sports. A place where parents are encouraged to be a part of 
their children's education. 

 Meeting educational needs of students, high graduation rates, providing education for 
non-college directed students i.e.: plumbing, electricity...  

 Focused on seeing each child grow to their top potential by keeping quality educators 
and smaller class sizes for more individualized teaching 

 Family supported. 
 Fairness throughout the education system. 
 Schools and teachers going above and beyond to meet the child’s needs 
 Teachers and administrators vested in successful students - not a thing to do with 

statistical testing 
 Besides the obvious of a curriculum that prepares our kids for College/life, you HAVE to 

have strong extracurricular activities.  Music, sports etc.  
 Equipping graduates with financial skills to plan for the future. 
 A system where the 'top' (superintendent, board and principals) are in tune with 

teachers, students and parents.  A system with good communication.  A system with 
high graduation rate and with high teacher satisfaction. 

 Grade “A” safe schools with a variety of classes and extracurricular activities and high 
quality teachers. 

 Well-funded and staffed Pre-School through College/Tech School opportunities for small 
schools with small class sizes, fully funded teachers who can make decisions about their 
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own classrooms, students engaged in place based learning with community and parent 
involvement. 

 Our schools are all strong and offer upper classmen opportunities to dual credits, 
college courses and our area career center/vocational school is outstanding.  Many 
students are work ready at commencement. 

 Encouraging the Education (related) employees to live in Henry County. 
 Supporting teachers through professional development and collaboration 
 Small classroom sizes to give students individual attention and focus on their strengths 
 Meeting students where they are in the curriculum to allow them to learn to their full 

potential 
 Allowing teachers to do their jobs 
 Having a higher percentage of adults in the county that go on to college and complete to 

earn a bachelor's degree (or higher) 
 Strong focus on school system aiming towards higher education. 
 Well paid teachers that invest in children. Pre K is VERY important.  
 We need to put more money into PUBLIC education. Children are our future!  
 One where the students all graduate and are encouraged to look for opportunities for 

work and advanced schooling. 
 To me, strong education system means teaching our children how to become productive 

and respectable adults. They will be our future, therefore they need a strong education 
to lead our community in a successful direction.  

 Great administration and teachers  
 A school system that provides for the safety, well-being, and education of its children as 

its top priority.   
 A system that is responsive to students, parents and the school. It provides the needed 

background for success of every individual.  
 Where no child gets left behind 
 High rated schools where administrators and teachers also listen to and work with the 

parents.  
 Schools that are safe with students and teachers who are happy.   This would help 

produce respectful, productive, contributing citizens. 
 Proper use of funds allotted for the most needed areas. 
 Providing opportunities to our kids and not reducing things like the arts. 
 An education that prepares one for lifelong continuing education and prepares the 

student to go on to higher education after high school. 
 One that is NOT federally regulated.  Get back to teaching instead of training to pass a 

test.  The work skills and common sense work ethics of the younger generation is very, 
very poor. 

 Very important to have good schools and teachers 
 Frequent communication between parents/teachers/administration. Small class sizes 

and differentiated instruction.  
 A system built on teaching the basics of reading, writing and arithmetic along with a 

strong dose of history. 
 A strong education system requires parent and community involvement.  Support for 
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school staff from the community.  While a high graduation rate is good, it does not 
necessarily define the entire corporation. Programs for all students define the 
corporation 

 Prepares students for college or a vocation by giving them a well-rounded education.  
Includes math and sciences along with extracurricular sports, music and arts. 

 Reading, mathematics, and science are the forefront of a good educational system.  
Instill the act of reading, teach the rules of math, followed with science (not watered 
down agenda driven indoctrination of unproven theories) such as climate change to 
indoctrinate our youth in false science for gain.  

 One that thoroughly covers all the basics (Science, Language, Math, History), but also 
covers a broad range of "non-basics" (Art, Music, Recreation).  

 Quality people teaching pertinent subjects for creating a socially healthy community.  
 An education system that is interested in all types of learning whether it is a vocational 

job or college bound or special need student. 
 Well paid teachers with a strong student population 
 Schools with opportunities for students of all skill levels.  
 Solid academics with appropriate teacher student ratios as well as advanced study & 

technical courses. 
 A system that values God's teaching first and foremost, one that allows parents to 

participate in the choices for their children. One that supports academics before sports. 
I feel sports are a great outlet for children, but academics must come first. We need to 
get back to the basics and teach English, math, science, along with US and Indiana 
history.  

Quality of Life 

 Diverse recreation and entertainment opportunities.  
 All needs are met; mental, physical, social, and emotional well-being. 
 Is the amount of pleasure or substance that your life can maintain in its environment 
 Opportunities for good-paying jobs and recreation 
 Basic elements are available, food, housing, education and employment.   
 Standard of health, comfort and happiness 
 A community that draws in more people than it sends out in the evenings and on the 

weekends because of the variety of offerings of activities. A community where residents 
have to choose between activities because there is so much going on. 

 Places to visit, things to do, places to eat 
 Low crime, safe, available jobs, affordable 
 Good roads, good schools, progress, honest fair and transparent government 
 Adequate parks, walking trails, and riding trails is where we shine.   
 What people are looking for if they would be moving here? Things such as schools, 

recreation, shopping, etc. 
 Trails, bike routes, health fairs, community music venues, outdoor restaurant venues 
 Having sustainable amenities such as parks, recreation, cultural, educational, and housing 

options that support families living here. 
 The overall ease with which one is able to maneuver daily tasks while feeling secure their 
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environment is/will continue to be safe, kind, and healthy. 
 Good housing, job opportunities and recreational activities within the community 
 Quality of life is defined by the individual.  For a community to provide a strong "quality of 

life" they must provide opportunities.   
 Quiet regions for people to live peacefully.  No Industrial wind turbines within one mile of 

residences. 
 Quality of life is being able to live and do the aspects of what you conceive as the fulfillment 

of your needs, wants and desires.  This also pertains to communities.  In some places the 
quality of life is dependent upon opportunities available, while in other areas the quality of 
life is dependent upon the lack of opportunities available.   

 Freedom to live your life how you see fit without others encroaching on your freedoms. 
 Everyone living with dignity and EQUAL ACCESS to services & educational opportunities.  
 Having options in one's community. For example, restaurants, shops, and small businesses 

that are affordable. 
 Happiness 
 Great and attainable 
 Ability to support ones family comfortably without the aid of public assistance.  
 Family and Friends 
 How happy one is with their life overall and doing more than just working to make someone 

else money.  
 This is the very foundation of our communities. The two biggest cracks in this foundation are 

poverty and drugs.  
 A clean and safe community.  Parks and Recreation areas are used and cared for. Healthy 

trails and bike paths. Jobs.  
 Safe, nurturing, accepting life in which you are encouraged to grow and develop to improve 

life around you. 
 Services that are readily available and publicized for bettering mind, body, and soul 
 Being able to provide for your family 
 Clean air, no dumps in the city 
 Opportunities for exercise  
 No abandoned buildings 
 People not struggling to make it day to day. People helping others, things to do for everyone 
 Affordable housing, access to medical care, obtainable employment in a safe and healthy 

environment  
 The ability to earn a living wage.  To live in a decent home, to have adequate food etc.  Most 

of which doesn't exist to a very high percentage of those in Henry County 
 Living and working in a healthy environment with low cost of living, with access to 

entertainment, shopping and medical care. 
 Safe, quiet, and positive 
 Safe and clean community.  Local places to enjoy like clean parks.  Activities for youth of all 

ages and a community that supports them.  Diverse places to shop and eat.  
 Lack of poverty, financial security, a balance of personal freedom and community 

responsibility. 
 This is a certain standard of living without fear of losing one's possessions or home. An 
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individual is able to have a disposable income to an extent for leisure activities (recreation, 
vacation), but it does not have to be exorbitant for the quality of life to be good. 

 Clean air, water, etc. Nice parks, available shopping and entertainment. 
 Great parks. Restaurants. Shopping choices.  
 Less stress, more family time, and being healthy.  
 Healthy body, Healthy mind, Healthy spirit.  The ability to live in a healthy, both mentally 

and physically, atmosphere. 
 Being a 34 year old breast cancer survivor, this has a new meaning for me. My idea of 

quality of life is comfort, emotional stability, a strong support system, and happiness.  
 Having a great family and home 
 A community in which we can enjoy life with a quality job, ample housing, and recreation. 
 The peace and surroundings that make life good. Elements that give residents both 

economic and sense of good communities. 
 No/little traffic congestion, space between houses, options for enrichment of children and 

adults, easy access to quality healthcare, shopping, and recreation.  
 The ability to live in my home, with my family, safely without fear of encroaching invasive 

industrial machines lining our county. The ability to work and live on our property without 
harming our neighbors. 

 Ability to live safely and happily in a pleasant and healthy atmosphere. 
 Not just putting years in my life, but life in my years.  Not worrying about what may 

encroach on me personally and without my permission.  Not being put at risk by the 
decisions of others. 

 In Henry County, quality of life is living where we choose, being healthy, having a good 
community structure, and not having others change our lifestyle based on financial reasons.  
We live in Henry County because it is a beautiful rural area and allows us to live the lifestyle 
we choose. 

 Quietness and security without being bothered by someone else's actions.  Spent 20 year in 
Indianapolis and the noise is horrible.  

 Happiness and enjoying what life has to offer 
 Many options for healthcare and preventive care services.  
 Access to basic needs such as groceries, hardware, church, and medical care along with 

relaxation and entertainment such as restaurants, parks, library, farmer's markets, etc. 
Absolutely need above adequate police presence, courts and laws. Need elected officials 
who care about their citizens and make well-informed decisions  

 Safe and affordable.  That is what makes Henry County attractive for living here.  Does a 
skate park increase quality of life - it is nice for the few that use it, but community things like 
our parks and our library are much more important 

 A quiet rural atmosphere that is desirable for raising families and starting new businesses.  A 
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location where safety and preservation of nature is a priority. 
 A wholesome quality of life includes financial security, job satisfaction, family life, health 

and safety 
 Access to health and recreation opportunities. Privacy, peacefulness, safety.  
 Able to spend time in the outdoors. Love to camp! 
 Where safety & well-being is the most important 
 Jobs are very important to a community to have a good quality of life plus family oriented 

activities including multiply Church options, bowling, school activities, etc. 
 Living in a peaceful country setting. 
 Peace and quiet, safety. 

Diverse Economy 

 A good mix of well-paying white collar and blue collar employment. 
 Not dependent upon one type of business or industry to provide jobs to the local 

community.  
 A full range of available jobs. 
 Many different ways of making a living and plenty of ways to enjoy life without having to 

leave the area. 
 Business from many different areas so that all of our jobs and products are not in one 

basket.  
 Employment opportunities available from an array of different businesses 
 Multiple opportunities to make and spend money 
 Work opportunity for medium to high income  
 Jobs available in a broad variety of locally owned businesses 
 Thriving businesses from multiple industries or sectors. 
 Entry level jobs, manufacturing jobs, white collar jobs, retail and more. 
 Agriculture based industry 
 Different types of manufacturing, not just one big employer that all depend on. 
 Providing incentive for change, a diverse economy would not be limited by needs only. Once 

residents have the money to spend, the sky is the limit for production and sales of a myriad 
of items and services. 

 A variety of jobs across multiple industries 
 A diverse economy contains work opportunities and commerce opportunities for a wide 

variety of areas and needs.   
 Restaurants reflecting more choices in foods and entertainment.  
 More than a few ways for money to flow. 
 Henry County needs to focus on getting an economy before we can diversify. Chrysler was a 

one trick pony, but I think we would all like to see a huge industrial company like that come 
back. After we get a lot of jobs here, we can focus on diversification. 

 A mixture of blue, white collar jobs, technical and skilled trades along with doctorate level 
positions. 

 All types of businesses and careers can thrive here. 
 Many different economic opportunities.  
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 No but improving with EDC effort and later pull out of the financial downturn. Starting losing 
the middle class starting in the early 1980s  

 Religion is big in the county and the churches aren’t paying taxes. That is a great deal of 
revenue we are not getting from religious organizations, all religions.  

 We need more diverse businesses to appeal to people in their 20's, 30's & 40's. 
Entertainment options such as a bar theater, put-put golf, ice skating during winter. We 
need a nice theater while still keeping the castle. I’d love to see it play for movies for like $2 
or $3. " 

 Jobs for everyone trained and willing to work 
 Economy  up of all different types of industries and people  
 Simply put, never put all your eggs in one basket. Business & industry have cycles or 

seasons. We need to plan ahead by attracting all businesses.  
 Money coming into the county from different sources. Business and other sources. 
 Economy which thrives using many areas of income not just one employer, or idea that only 

one type of employment is enough. Varies from service workers to arts, crafts, farmers, 
factory, and a well-balanced base where many can thrive. 

 Too dependent on manufacturing. Make it easier to attract new businesses here. We ran of 
Sam's Club, Honda and who knows what else. 

 People of all races, origins etc. 
 Available employment for all types of skill sets. From unskilled to mastery  
 Skilled trade jobs, labor jobs, Jobs in which a college educated person, or a trade school 

educated person, or even someone with a GED can make a living wage.  New Castle does 
not have a diverse economy.  Once Chrysler left the city has essentially been obliterated.  

 Private employment opportunities for all vocations. 
 Everyone from 'blue collar' to 'white collar' 
 Large and small businesses with varied markets- manufacturing, retail, service, etc.  
 Job security for people with varying levels of education and skills sets. 
 Our economy is becoming more diverse with each new company that comes to the county.  

Very important for the stability of our citizenry. 
 More manufacturing  
 Warehouse jobs 
 A variety of different jobs are available in many sectors: financial, education, nonprofit, 

farming, technology, retail/sales/service, industrial, etc. 
 Wide variety of employment opportunities. 
 Good paying jobs with a high school education. And better paying for college graduates.  
 Economy where people are not suffering to buy everyday needs.  
 Plenty of jobs available, close to home, that allow for all to make a "decent" living. 
 People in the community with the skills to fill the workforce.  
 Plenty of jobs for all skill types 
 The ability to make money or produce money in more than just one job, career, and 

technical field.   
 Variety of quality businesses, both local and national 
 Different sources of income, business and agriculture both. 
 Options 
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 Since Chrysler left years ago, I think Henry County has suffered in being able to attract 
people which, in turn, creates a problem of offering diverse employment.  We seem only to 
attract the "dollar store" businesses.  We cannot keep good restaurants.   

 Henry county job market is poor.  Nothing more than service market, over the counter type 
of low paying jobs.  It the county can't attract jobs, it better make it attractive for high dollar 
homes for the increased tax base!    

 Variety as we all are different  
 I think we have that now. It will get more "diverse" as Indy progress moves this way unless it 

is ran off the rails by Henry County becoming an industrial wind farm.  In which case we will 
become a poorer economy with fewer residents. 

 An economy that is self-sustaining and broad enough that downturns in certain business 
sectors does not cause collapse of the local economy. 

 Diversity in products, goods and services as well as vendors is the key not IWT's. 
 Mix of commercial, industrial, service, agricultural, medical, educational, etc. so that the 

economy is not dependent too heavily on just one industry. 
 A multitude of income-producing businesses and individuals contributing to a financially 

stable community in various ways. 
 Multiple types of businesses 
 Multiple employment and business opportunities. 
 Multiple sources of income. 
 Job opportunities 
 A balance between retail & industry as well as service industries. 
 We need jobs in the economy and businesses that promote our values, and will hire local 

people.  

Adequate Housing: 

 A good supply of moderate priced 2 and 3 bedroom homes to buy/rent. 
 Provides; appropriate shelter, electricity, food and water 
 Affordable housing that is safe to live and raise a family in. 
 A mix of decent housing options to include affordable, high-income, single and multi-unit. 
 Enough housing to provide for the citizens of the county. 
 Enough housing to meet demand 
 A safe place for everyone to live that is comfortable and provides the essentials 
 Affordable housing for everyone 
 Affordable, decent condition, available 
 Nice housing that the middle class can afford.  We only have high end and low end here. 
 Good apartments and condominiums have very limited availability.   
 Enough single dwellings to accommodate all economic levels. I know of two families who 

are looking to move to Henry County, who both are from higher economic levels who are 
having a difficult time finding higher-end housing for sale.  

 A strong selection of housing and building lots available plus senior living, apartment living, 
etc. 

 United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner says it best: "The human 
right to adequate housing is more than just four walls and a roof. It is the right of every 
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woman, man, youth and child to gain and sustain a safe and secure home and community in 
which to live in peace and dignity." 

 Diverse housing stock with enough inventory to meet demand 
 Housing that attracts residents rather than repels them from Industrial Wind tracts. 
 Affordable options for all incomes 
 Plenty of clean, affordable housing. Also availability of subsidized housing for low income & 

disabled. 
 Most of area has too many empty and run down homes.  
 A home for everyone. 
 Affordable housing for all income levels.  
 Quality homes for all 
 Clean and safe housing for everyone  
 Adequate housing assures that there is a home for everyone. Perhaps we should be focused 

on more affordable and transitional housing.  
 No homeless in our community.   
 Available housing at various price points with many needs able to be met. Low income, 

family, mid class, wealthy. 
 A place for each person to lay their head down at night, receive nutritious meals, and feel 

loved and appreciated regardless of mental, physical, social, emotional, and addictive 
barriers.  

 Safe and affordable  
 There are entirely too many slum lords, with zero "official" accountability.  There is not 

adequate drug-free, decent housing for those needing a hand-up.  (Stonegate for example)  
 Remodeled abandoned houses in out failing towns 
 Housing which provides quality options for people in all phases of life and of all income 

ranges.   
 Safe and affordable housing that is well maintained 
 A clean and safe place for each person to live including a clean and comfortable place to 

sleep and cook. Clean water and utilities. 
 Current housing is not adequate.  More rentals are sorely needed as well as affordable 

single family housing.  The 3 bedroom 2 bath home under $200K. 
 Townhouse  
 This means that the standards are livable, but they could potentially be nicer depending on 

one's viewpoint. 
 Safe neighborhoods. 
 Not as much rental property. Make laws tougher on landlords. Too much sec 8 housing.  
 Roof over your head.  
 Housing that is of good quality that is reasonably priced for the wages earned locally. 
 Safe, clean, and affordable homes.  
 Nice neighborhoods-no run down empty houses 
 Ample housing to meet the needs of it residents.  Also to improve or remove some of the 

homes that are in poor condition.  
 Various housing options.  Housing is in good condition.  No dilapidated houses. 
 A modest, but comfortable shelter. 
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 Wide spread of housing opportunities.  See lots of junk and run down places to a few high 
dollars properties. Seems the county will have a chance to gain high dollar property values IF 
they format the opportunity to invite the big investors AND their families to house and 
remain in Henry.  

 I don't know enough about local availability of rentals and apartments to comment but 
there will be plenty of empty homes if wind farms come here, including mine. 

 Affordable housing is more important 
 Affordable and well-maintained for the general public.  Availability of high end housing to 

attract young professionals. 
 The human right to adequate housing is more than just four walls and a roof. It is the right 

of every woman, man, youth and child to gain and sustain a safe & healthy lifestyle without 
annoyance from IWT's.  

 Homes with properly functioning electricity, heating, and plumbing. Also is structurally 
sound and insulated. 

 Proportional dwelling units to population.  
 Tear down the crap and enforce building codes. 
 Multiple types of housing 
 Homes that are in a desirable location and well maintained. 
 Good quality housing  
 Affordable safe housing for all members 
 Henry County is fast becoming a county of renters. Not that that is a bad thing, however, 

permanent residents will take a greater pride in the community they live in. The only way to 
get permanent residents and keep them is to make the county appealing. Industrial Wind 
Turbines will keep people out and drive the ones here out as well. 

Better Housing:  

 Realtors indicate we need more 3 bedroom homes in $150,000 price range 
 We have nice housing, we need to encourage some areas to clean theirs up and it would be 

better. 
 Adequate Housing + 21st Century amenities 
 American dream of owning your own home. 
 Housing that exceeds basic standards and is safe and affordable.   
 A nice place to live that is more than comfortable and provides more than the essentials. A 

place where one can be proud to live. 
 For medium to higher end housing 
 No more dilapidated foreclosures  
 More new apartment/condo options 
 More choices in housing.   
 Ordinances need to be enforced so rental properties are presentable. 
 A higher quality home: one with good electrical/plumbing/foundation systems, aesthetically 

pleasing inside & out, personal areas outside, within budget, pet-friendly, senior-friendly to 
stay in place. 

 Affordable elderly housing.  No slum landlords.  Make them responsible for upkeep of 
properties and no drugs allowed. 
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 Not everyone can afford to live in a $500,000 house and not everyone wants to.  Better 
housing is not necessarily groupings of home developments.   

 Median level housing 
 Fix what is there- update the existing housing stock 
 Getting rid of condemned structures in favor of new homes. 
 Ability to improve housing for all.  
 Great potential here. 
 All home owners take pride in their home and maintain it 
 Housing that is not over priced and that is not owned by people who do not care about the 

quality of housing and kept clean, affordable and safe. 
 This goes to the quality and safety of our homes. And the residual effect it has on our 

communities.  
 Encourage land lords to keep their properties to a higher standard. Encourage homeowners 

to maintain their homes and yards.  
 More new, neighborhoods 
 There needs to be more help offered to those in the community addicted to drugs or alcohol 

vs just throwing them under the jail.  So, the addicts typically will live in places like 
Stonegate, and with little to no police help it's not a safe place for anyone. 

 High quality executive homes 
 A place you want to raise your kids. A place where your children can have a happy childhood 

and establish roots. 
 Townhouses in Spiceland & Knightstown 
 Standards are improved from adequate housing and, therefore, more costly. This could 

include things like multiple bathrooms or more updated facilities. 
 Free from mold, bedbugs etc. 
 Working hard to afford better housing.  
 Housing that is of good quality that is reasonably priced for the wages earned locally. 
 Safe, clean, affordable, and upgraded homes. More amenities and curb appeal.  
 Nice neighborhoods , nice homes , good neighbors  
 The renewal or removal of old, dilapidated housing 
 Tearing down uninhabitable structures to be replaced  
 We need a system, and I don't  have the answer to this, where neighborhoods are kept up, 

thereby attracting people who also want to live where the yards are mowed, there are no 
cars in the yard, homes are well maintained.  Without these, I don't know that we can get to 
better housing. 

 Opportunity is here to build.  
 A safe and secure place to call home 
 Holding bad landlords accountable will help with this. 
 New homes to families,  
 https://urbanland.uli.org/planning-design/11-strategies-building-community-affordable-

housing/   
 Structurally sound dwelling units that are well-kept. 
 I would think everyone would always want a better home, but that is part of the American 

Dream. 
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 Housing that is in a peaceful area. 
 We don't need low cost mass produced housing. We need good solid single family homes 

that want to stay here because of the schools and small towns. 

Land Use Balance: 

 Discourage CAFOs and Wind Turbines.  Encourage family owned farms. 
 Where no natural resources are exhausted. 
 The balance between housing, manufacturing, and green space 
 Places for people to live and places where they can work. Farms/agriculture, 

manufacturing, retail, residential, etc. Not all jumbled together. 
 Balancing how land is used and developed. 
 A good combination of using land for industry without damaging quality of life and 

environment. 
 A balance between green space and concrete. In my mind, this is not an equal amount. I 

choose to live here because we have an abundance of green space and I think we should 
be careful to keep it that way. 

 County 80% City 20% 
 Subdivisions, industry and retail where they belong 
 Housing has developed in agriculture areas and hinder the development in agriculture 

type business.  
 Not a big fan of wind energy. No pun intended. 
 Needs to be a plan in place to decide what we want. 
 Regarding regional land use planning: very complex issues. Certainly there would need 

to be a future vision designed. 
 No Industrial Wind Turbines undermining neighboring land values within one mile of 

residences. 
 Henry County is very fertile.  We need to save every acre that we can for present and 

future agricultural use.  Agriculture that produces food, clothing and housing materials.   
 Agricultural use and end ramifications need to be carefully considered and voted on by 

parties involved. We can't always trust our representatives will vote the majority rule. 
We must conserve and preserve for the future. 

 Too many empty commercial and residential, we need to stop developing new and 
focus on the existing.  

 Allowing those people in the country to have a say about issues that can affect their 
health, and not allowing more input by people in local government. 

 Public and private variety  
 Concerned.  Great parks and recreation. Rails coming along.   
 Owners have the freedom to use their land as they want 
 Land that is not used for just personal interest or gain that means sharing with 

community and fairly  
 This is the most effective or best use of our land with the least amount of negative 

impact.  
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 Agriculture land being used for agriculture. Business in designated areas - factory's in 
industrial parks. Stop dividing families and communities by allowing interlopers access 
to crossing those lines 

 Repurpose wore out abandoned properties before paving over high quality land and 
forests 

 Maintain green spaces without sacrificing growth opportunities. 
 A compromise between neighbors. Using your land to improve your life, but not at the 

expense of others. 
 Land use balance is a slippery slope. We must be mindful of the land owner’s rights 

regarding his own property, but also mindful of the effect of what he does on his 
neighbors. 

 An equal distribution of land use for farming (human food/livestock), urban 
development, housing, recreation (parks/trails), and reclamation of the land for 
environmental practices such as reforestation and wildlife areas 

 Shopping areas, industrial areas and green spaces. 
 Equal amount of farmland, parks, homes, farms, etc. 
 Use of land divided amongst agriculture, industrial, business, and residential areas.  
 No wind turbines. 
 Using the land in a way the benefits the community.  The wind turbines and CAFO in the 

community are of major concern. 
 We have to talk about industrial wind turbines here. We cannot put these up and live 

with them without serious consequences in a county of 50,000. 
 Not over-developing popular areas into a confusing, crowded mess of stores, 

restaurants, offices, and homes in a dense location.  Leaving room for areas of grass, 
flowers, and trees among commercial areas.   

 A balance between agriculture and business, not infringing on either. 
 Henry County is a predominately farming community, has been for many years...I am 

not sure how you balance that except for farmers to sell out  
 Obviously, Henry County is primarily rural and agricultural.  Besides attracting people in 

the medical field, farming would be the primary occupation.  I don't know of anyone 
who doesn't enjoy watching the process of seeds put in in the spring and watching the 
harvest in the fall.  Once again, if the wind turbines come into this county, it will affect 
the farm land and most certainly the landscape of the rural communities.  The rural area 
will have a blight on it forever!   

 Land use will change dramatically in the next 20 years. Keep the industrial stuff in 
industrial zones. The amounts of major hog or cattle operations will kills the welcome 
mat for the general public within a 5 mile radius due to semi traffic and smell.  

 The area from Summit Lake, southeast to Westwood south to Knightstown is becoming 
a vacation sweet spots for the Indianapolis folks.  Camping, getaways and housing 
opportunity is critical and growing. Knightstown to Middletown can become the next 
"Fishers or Avon" of Indiana. " 

 Protect our property rights! If my rural neighbor wants a 500 foot industrial tower on his 
property, ensure my safety by demanding safe setbacks. Use our property lines and not 
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our home foundations. 1/2 mile setbacks is the minimum to protect us from shadow 
flicker/audible and inaudible noise.  

 I think we are destroying too much farm land. I hope to see Henry County remain an 
agricultural presence in Indiana. 

 If you don't keep the industrial wind turbines out of Henry County and its densely 
populated rural community, none of the other items on this survey matter - no one will 
want to move here.  Or use Memorial Park if it is surrounded by turbines. That will 
affect your quality of life 

 Agricultural use.  
 Development that encourages healthy lifestyles 
 This is based upon the businesses and individuals that make up the diverse economy. 
 Use land as need. As long as it does not hurt the county in short or long haul.  
 No infringement on neighbors 
 Up to this point I think Henry County and its citizens have always been fairly considerate 

of each other, however, with the invasion of Industrial Wind Farms it's not looking so 
good for a majority of people. 

 Living in the country is special and we need to keep it that way. Create more business by 
the interstate. 

 Protection for property owners through strong zoning 
 Maintaining the zones that people have chosen to live and work in.  Rejection of the 

infiltration of industrial noise, visual pollution, and other factors in rural and agricultural 
areas. 

 The land was and should continue to be used as it has been for hundreds of years. The 
agricultural land should be left alone.  

Desired Amenities: 

 Good roads and sidewalks. 
 We need more amenities.  People are coming to our community for some of the great things 

we have, but they don't stay long because we don't have things for them to do for several 
days.  They can see everything in a day.  We are a day destination instead of a visit. 

 Food, Clothing, Shelter, and solid-financial income 
 Nicer places to go and things to keep the flow of money in the area.  
 Smoother county highways. 
 Things in the community for community use like, libraries, parks, trails, pools, schools. 
 Parks, lakes, trails, shopping, restaurants, affordable walk-in clinics that offer affordable 

imaging/testing, good school systems.    
 Easy access to larger cities for shopping, dining, etc. with some variety of these locally.  
 Places to visit, to do, to eat, to work 
 Nice, affordable places to go out. Walking routes to enjoy scenic countryside, interesting 
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locally-owned retailers 
 Shopping, movies, restaurants, hotels 
 Outdoor music/food venues. Night life... 
 Movie complex 
 Theater, hotel/motel, restaurants, cultural events. 
 Trails for hiking and biking 
 Nice restaurants.  Bigger senior citizens center with better parking. 
 Henry co has a good abundance of parks.  But we have let them deteriorate.  We have a 

good library.   
 Opened streets and businesses downtown. Downtown is stagnant because a few "investors" 

are broke and taking forever to get anything done.  
 Trails, wooded lands, nature preserves, waterways, parks, green spaces and pocket parks, 

community gardens. 
 Medical cannabis Industrial hemp 
 Having all we need and want within a reasonable distance. 
 Wide range of amenities all can choose from and enjoy.  
 A theater with a stage for bands and such, serves food and alcohol. Putt putt golf. Ice skating 

in winter.  
 Things such as public pools and recreational facilities. Things that would be an added benefit 

of being a part of the community  
 Desired is a subjective term. The amenities are the elements needed to support business, 

community and future development.   
 Parks, Aquatic Park, Recreation.  A downtown that we can be proud of. Shopping and 

tourism.  
 Parks, gyms, good schools, groups and organizations,  
 Rally’s, Texas roadhouse, cracker-barrel, best western plus. 
 Solid and safe infrastructure- curbs sidewalks, trash pickup - dependable utility service - etc. 
 Something for our youth, young adults, and even grown adults to do that is safe, fun, and 

enjoyable to do.  Anything kids try to do now, even if they're just "hanging out" at the park, 
doing nothing wrong, they're harassed by police. Continue to accuse someone, and 
eventually they'll make your accusations truth. 

 Local entertainment, shopping and medical care. 
 Better parks 
 Sit down Restaurants that aren't pizza and shopping that's not a dollar store knock-off 
 A healthy food culture. An elementary school and grocery store in Spiceland. More 

sustainable and environmentally friendly farming practices. 
 More restaurants and family entertainment for all ages. 
 Movie theaters, shopping centers, parks and recreational facilities, museums, and cultural 

points of interest to increase local use and invite visitors to the community 
 Movie choices, sports venues, shopping choices. 
 Need 2 or 3 local pubs with craft beers and good food choice.  
 We need decent restaurants, decent grocery store like Meijer, and things for children to do.  
 I wish we had more health and wellness facilities. Better options for healthy eating. A more 

adequate school system, many of the students that attend the school in my area do not feel 
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as though they were prepared properly for college.  
 Nice eating places, lots of shopping places 
 Recreation and entertainment. We are striving to reach this but with the closing of current 

businesses it concerns me.  I really feel to attract businesses we need to have these. 
 Our parks would not attract anyone if we put turbines in their sight line.  
 Educational and recreational areas for children.  Parks offering classes, day camps, etc.   
 Things needed to be comfortable in your own space. 
 More restaurants, not just fast food.  A total upgrade of Memorial Park.  It does not attract 

families anymore.   
 The Belgian Horse Winery is a great attraction, location is weak but having the US36 and I-69 

access helps.  That type of "getaways" must be promoted throughout the small places of 
Henry.  Those business will attract the right people who MAY choose to invest in out county.   

 Parks, walking trails, library, restaurants, churches, shopping options. 
 Activities and opportunities for all ages and a wide variety of interests.  
 Facilities and services that help to maintain a desired level of community contentment. 
 Shopping centers, family activities that are affordable. 
 Peaceful quiet country side. 
 Henry County is a rural area. We do not require fancy amenities to humor us. We for the 

most part like the quiet country side. Not many come here for the night life or wild times.  
 Putt putt places, arcades, more affordable family oriented things 

Attractive Environment: 

 Absence of abandoned and dilapidated structures, mowed roadsides, and enforcement of 
building codes. 

 Clean and well-maintained 
 Green space, hiking and recreational opportunities, well-kept buildings and streets 
 Good division between businesses and community housing, clean area free of trash. 
 Updated sidewalks, light poles, etc. 
 A good combination of industry and green space with industry not harming the community. 
 Clean water, plentiful power, good roads, adequate public safety, excellent air quality 
 Good roads, schools, safe environment 
 Good water and air quality; preserve scenic value of countryside 
 Looks pleasing.  Not ashamed to invite someone to visit  
 Good streets and roads, nice sidewalks and curbs, nice housing. 
 Good sidewalks and infrastructure including trashcans and well-lit streets. 
 Lots of green space, wildlife attractions, sidewalks, stronger looking homes, tidy yards, 

flowers, better looking building fronts, downtown-type shopping/recreation attractions with 
many people strolling/engaging. 

 No Industrial Wind Turbines that will be seen for 10 miles. 
 Enforce laws and ordinances on property owners for junk, trash, buildings falling down, 

abandoned vehicles. 
 Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.  Nothing is more beautiful than fertile farm fields, lush 

green wild woods areas, farm animals and wildlife.  Yards with kids playing, and families 
enjoying their communities.   
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 Clean streets, maintained medians, signage linked throughout County by design, flowers and 
seasonal decor.  

 Tourism and recreation city needs activity to draw in help the environment looks and 
emotionally  

 No more bad roads and eyesore properties. 
 Clean and visually appealing.  
 More bike racks and lanes.  
 Fresh air 
 One that appeals to people. Generally a safe, clean, and visually appealing place 
 This is a much broader and general use of curb appeal. That all important first impression.  
 Keep our cities clean. Streets that are paved and well maintained. A downtown we can be 

proud of. Buildings that are well maintained. 
 Clean, trash controlled, non-blighted areas, celebrated community 
 Regulated property conditions that are enforced. Mowed lawns, eradicated weeds. 

Abandoned and deteriorating buildings removed -clean and maintained parks. 
 New commercial and private construction/remodel. 
 Well maintained, meaning school yards are mowed and weeds are sprayed.  Abandoned 

houses are demolished and yards/lots are maintained.  Overall clean.  Doesn't have to be 
fancy. 

 Clean water, healthy soil, fresh air, natural landscape 
 Recycling must become a priority and citizens educated as to proper recycling. 
 Take Community Pride to the next level.  
 Landscaping, road maintenance, artistic pieces, historical buildings 
 Clean streets, parks etc. 
 Clean, well-kept streets and sidewalks, homes that are not falling down etc. 
 Esthetically appealing community. A beautiful landscape that makes wanting to live here 

appealing.  
 Less run down or abandoned homes.  
 Nice downtown 
 Again the wind turbines are a concern here.  We are wanting to grow, especially at the I70 

corridor.    
 For now, it is peaceful, serene and beautiful. Let's keep the country charm that is attractive 

to visitors and property owners! 
 Hamilton County does a good job of keeping up with garden road areas and keeping the 

litter off streets, buildings don't look run down.  They have overbuilt (my opinion), but do a 
good job of making the environment attractive, overall.  

 A pleasing, comfortable, quiet place to be. 
 Not littering & scarring the county with bigger than life wind turbines that only stand to 

benefit those being bought and paid for. 
 As mentioned in prior comments, having a getaway is key to attract the right people to 

invest and stay in Henry County.   
 I-70 and 3 corridor needs a big face lift.   
 Just don't add more business that is only caters to hard industrialized situations  
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 Encourage growth from the nearby large cities by keeping our rural areas serene. Do not 
allow industrial wind factories into every corner of Henry County. Focus on one wind 
project. I'd suggest the one in Lewisville, as it has been in the works the longest.  

 Fewer big signs along St. Rd.3 and elsewhere. St. Rd 3 and I-70 certainly could use some 
sprucing up.  

 Rural country side, with limited signs and no wind turbines. 
 Humans need outdoor exposure to lush green spaces without man's influence.  We as 

humans are hardwired for nature. IWT's take away from our needs as humans to enjoy 
nature as it truly is.   

 Quiet countryside.  
 Scenic hillsides, green trees, peaceful lakes and streams, open skies. 
 Beautiful country side. 
 Clean streets and sidewalks, no loitering! 
 Peaceful country setting. 
 Clean, fresh, well lit 
 The most attractive thing about Henry County is the rural areas. We still can ride our bikes 

and take long walks without being bothered. We like the small town fairs and picnics. 

Good Jobs: 

 Mixture of white collar and blue collar jobs that have good pay and benefits. 
 This is improving but we need to continue to find more opportunities. 
 Above poverty line 
 Paying a living wage, minimum of $10 per hour. Clean working conditions, as safe as 

possible. 
 Jobs with wages that can support families 
 Jobs that pay well & provide opportunities for growth/advancement 
 A wide range in skill and compensation in workforce opportunities 
 Work opportunity for medium to high income  
 Pay higher than average wages for IN 
 Full time jobs with benefits that pay $20/hr. 
 High paying jobs with benefits that require an associates or bachelor’s degree.   
 Safe, meaningful work that is secure, providing a minimum $14/hr., 40 hr. /wk. with 

benefits. 
 Very few jobs come with Industrial Wind Turbines. 
 Not just fast food and service station jobs 
 A range of jobs entry level to corporate.  
 Job stability with decent pay. 
 Pay based on education and experience with companies that value their employees and give 

back to employees and the community.  
 Starting to get better jobs in the area 
 Good jobs are those that pay fairly for the services rendered or work being done. Employers 

that care about their employees.  
 Good is a subjective term. We should be attracting all types of jobs for all ages and skills.  
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 Yes. Industries that encourage and empower their employees. Industries that are involved in 
our communities. 0 unemployment. 

 Jobs that pay adequate salary for families to live on just one job. Not more jobs paying $10 
hour 

 Jobs of all skill sets that provide longevity opportunities with health and retirement benefits. 
 Outside of the addition of Boars head there has been nothing done to help the local 

economy job wise, since Chrysler left.  
 Local, love what you do, makes a difference and fairly paid. 
 Steady with opportunities for growth.  Flexibility for family life. 
 Jobs available for a variety of education levels and skills sets that pay a living wage. 
 Are available, applicants must be willing to do what they need to do to get and keep said 

jobs. 
 More manufacturing and technology opportunities  
 Good paying jobs 
 Well-paying, stable jobs with good benefits that are beneficial to the community and don't 

harm it 
 Anything other than fast-food workers. 
 Need more jobs for low and middle class people.  
 Decent/livable wages offered locally so people would not have to drive to make a living. 
 A market that provides enough jobs in our community that more importantly, pay enough 

for one to support themselves.  
 Have plenty of good paying jobs  
 I really feel like we are working on this and are doing a great job being proactive 
 Jobs within the medical field  
 Diverse areas of employment 
 Better than minimum wage 
 It goes hand in hand.  You have to have something to bring the new businesses here and the 

people coming for those jobs want a desirable place to live.   
 Very few in Henry County.  See lots of minimum wage or low paying (prison work, Walmart, 

TS tech, Boars head) type of work  
 Working somewhere you enjoy 
 Henry Co is doing a good job on getting industry to move here.  
 Jobs to support middle and upper income families. 
 Heating, air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics and installers, paralegals, electricians, 

respiratory therapists, multimedia artists, web developers, dental hygienist are example of 
non-college degrees & are important for our community.  Thinking of the needs of the 
community dictates the types of jobs we need.   

 Those that pay $20/hour and higher or that at least teach skills that can be used to move 
towards a job with higher pay. 

 Balanced means of earning adequate income to maintain healthy living. 
 Jobs that pay well so a family can enjoy family time. 
 Good computer jobs. 
 Opportunity for small business and attractive to large business 
 Jobs that employ a large number of people with a fair, competitive wage and benefits. 
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 We have plenty of good jobs if people are willing to work.  

 

Uncontrolled Development: 

 Spot zoning 
 When natural resources are compromised due to human wants 
 Rampant growth without purpose or thought. 
 Urban areas 
 Development without a plan or oversight. I believe this is a terrible idea! It is my belief that 

our elected officials have the responsibility to drive the decisions behind local development 
and having a plan is what is needed. 

 Good codes to stop bad development 
 Letting anyone build anything anywhere 
 The attitude of different groups of people must change. If new is every going to look at 

Henry County as a place to locate.   
 No plan of action 
 Adequate ordinances controlling industrial wind areas from encroaching on residences. 
 We need to put our foot down and show ourselves as a community that cares about itself.  

Control is a scary word.  However, without strict enough boundaries and limits, we will be 
walked on and used as a dumping ground!   

 Wind Farms seem bit out of control 
 Allowing the city to make decisions about what can be placed in the country without input 

from the people actually living there. 
 Allowing any entity to do and develop as they see fit without overseeing or considering the 

impact on our community going forward.  
 Development that is not regulated. 
 This is land use that has run amok. Like allowing a trucking company to violate their zoning 

or fluid rules toward turbines to accommodate more wind turbines at all cost.   
 Developments that rob the counties and communities of historic landmarks and other 

valuable resources.  
 Development with no plan for what will happen when further things are added. Road use, 

traffic flow... 
 Allowing projects to be far reaching 
 Puts unnecessary safety and health risks on neighbors.  
 Development for the sake of development rather than the sake of community. An 

overabundance of a single type of business and lack of a diversified economy. 
 There must be compromising. We didn't want Milestone to build a facility here, yet we all 

want the roads to be better. Milestone has facilities in other locations and are a good 
neighbor. This is just one example. 

 Out of control junk yards. 
 Too many empty buildings/lots uptown and too much development on the edges of town 

(taking away farmland). 
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 Reckless placement of objects that may interfere with the growth of our community. Lack of 
education regarding impacts on residents. Lack of input from the public regarding what is 
needed vs what is wanted.  

 Lack of foresight of traffic congestion 
 That which is disruptive or illegal and infringes on the comfort of those living in the area. 
 What our county is in the middle of right now. 
 "It's no secret that the Wind Industry is knocking on the doors of surrounding counties and 

Henry County.   Across the nation and several active townships and counties are saying no 
more and the welcome mat for wind is being removed.   

 Having no say in something that affects you 
 Development that does not consider the future consequences or is not to the benefit of the 

county residents. 
 Can only be controlled by a strong ordinance geared toward the public health & safety.  
 This is happening now with the wind farms. If they get their way, most rural residents of 

Henry County will be forced to live with them (or move, if they can get a buyer for their 
home).  

 Decisions made by a limited number of individuals rather than by community voting on final 
outcome. 

 At the present these Industrial wind farms seem to be uncontrolled.  Once you have signed, 
the land owner does not have a say on where the turbine is planted. 

 No such thing. Everything can be controlled with proper ordinance. 
 Allowing industry to build in places where it should not be.   

Communication: 

 Government websites that are kept up to date and news media coverage of government 
and public events. 

 Adequate knowledge 
 Everyone reads or hears information about the community around them. 
 Information passed to the community through news outlets and community paper. 
 Being able to discuss opinions with others who may not agree, but are willing to listen and 

see both sides of the situation. 
 Sending and receiving the same message! Doesn't happen as often as people think it does 

and that creates a lot of problems; the illusion that it has happened when, in fact, it hasn't! 
 Communication to all in regards to education jobs and development 
 Internet access and good cell coverage countywide 
 Two way delivery and acknowledgement of information with opportunities for discussion 
 All government units must work on common goals. The different units need to look past 

what a few want to make it better for just there people. 
 County and city working together, which from what I know is going better than ever. 
 Various means for residents to stay in touch with each other as well as community 

events/news. Wireless notifications are great for me, especially the voice overs. 
 Transparent communications with all governing offices. 
 Not many people read newspapers these days. 
 Transparency is lacking in county and city government. 
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 City officials listening to the citizens. 
 Listening, informing, responding, and compromising  
 Better social media presence  
 Saying what you mean 
 Expressing ones thoughts or beliefs with other people 
 The relay of messages and information to and from government and individuals.  
 For the county and community government to be transparent in everything they do. 

Encourage people involvement in city and county government.  
 Two way interaction  
 Communication is two ways giving and receiving information 
 Transparency, community website 
 Free press, open politicians with no conflicts of interest, enabled voters. 
 I don't think communication is always open and with full disclosure.  Discussion and debate 

are healthy, but must be fact based and documented.  Just because it was on the internet 
does not make it true. 

 Dialogue with others in the community 
 Newspaper public announcements. 
 Better social media from city to county government  
 Talking to residents 
 Open, honest, nothing hidden, fair for all 
 Communication between the community representatives and the citizens they represent is 

failing here. Often no public input is allowed, or falls on deaf ears.  
 Community leaders who listen to the public-who do research and don't have their own 

agendas 
 Understanding between entities 
 2 way conversation with problem resolving ability- a give and take 
 We need a newspaper 7 days a week if we are going to continue with print media. 
 People are overwhelmed with information via the smartphones and other sources. People 

choose their sources. 
 The New Castle paper is lacking, many other activities or information is poor from an 

organization or trustworthy source.  
 The key to life 
 Henry County leadership isn't listening to its community. They are refusing community 

members from speaking at meetings and hiding/ignoring conflict of interest issues.  
 I think the Courier Times does the best they can in this internet world... otherwise I am not 

informed enough to comment.  
 Government websites that provide information, meeting agendas and minutes without 

relying on door posters and the local paper. 
 Rethink how the government communicates to the populace.  No longer is it acceptable nor 

realistic to rely on 1 ad placed in a newspaper & a notice on the court house door.   
 Internet and uninterrupted cell service county wide (no dead zones). 
 Open interaction between individuals that involves clarity in understanding of each person's 

position on a given subject. 
 Being able to voice concerns with public officials 
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 Politicians should tell the truth in a timely way 

Proactive:  

 This plan! Food and beverage tax projects. 
 Being ahead of the issues- action that prevents 
 Taking care of issues before they become problems. 
 Confronting foreseeable obstacles and dealing with them now rather than later 
 Acting before action is necessary to avoid a problem. Creating a community plan is being 

proactive. 
 Promote quality of life 
 Ahead of the curve 
 Don't wait to put out fires 
 Don't be afraid to do some things that are "outside of the box" for Henry County. 
 We should be proactive with a plan rather than reactive.  
 Planning with vision. 
 Set land ordinances now 
 Think and plan before doing.   
 People have forgotten to be social and active in their communities. 
 Look at highway 38. I'm sure the mayor and county government could have done something 

to mitigate the damage. They could have communicated with INDOT and planned a better 
way for things to go down. 

 Fix potential issues before they happen. Be proactive, not reactive. 
 Addressing foreseeable circumstances before a problem arises. Planning for the future.  
 Improving 
 Anticipation 
 Taking action before a situation arises. 
 This is to recognize an issue before it becomes a need or recognize a need before it becomes 

an issue.  
 Be a good citizen and model good citizenship to our children. Get involved. 
 Looking forward to needs and moving in that direction prior to problems arising 
 Forward thinking about the County budget 
 Acting on foreseen issues in an effort for best outcomes. 
 Stop the harassing, and start helping.   
 Planning a vision 
 Actively engaged  
 Must become a priority.  Can't continue to play catch up. 
 Actively seeking change and improvement 
 Plan for the worse and stay ahead of it. 
 Finishing things in a timely manner.  
 Volunteering, getting out there and helping with ideas and implementation of those ideas 
 Being an active role model in the community. Fighting for something you feel strongly for or 

against.  
 Desire to move forward in a project. 
 Take action before there is a real problem. 
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 Some people do not participate in county/government activities because their voices are 
not heard. It's the same people in office election after election and they do not represent 
the whole of the county citizens well.   

 Being on top of things 
 Forward thinking and planning that eliminates future regrets. Decisions based on quality of 

life not short term dollars. 
 Be solution focused & be accountable.   
 Taking well-thought out steps to attain a beneficial goal. 
 Taking interest in something for the good of the community. 

Community Benefit: 

 HCCF, Hope Initiative, Habitat, HCUF 
 Providing positive growth which provides forward momentum or a life improvement in the 

community. 
 Something that will increase goodwill, business or amenities. 
 Something that benefits the community as a whole and not just a select few. 
 Make Henry County the very best 
 The right thing to do for the majority 
 How does is benefit our community as a whole and not just a segment 
 The common good. Everyone. 
 We need outdoor trails leading to the county seat from all directions. 
 Happier, Healthier lives. 
 Will provide benefits all community members or just a particular demographic 
 This community will come together to fundraise for the benefit of the community 
 Every person benefits  
 Positive impact on all.  
 A great future if we work at it.  
 Low Taxes 
 Benefits that the community would reap instead of just a few or some  
 Government should always balance the rights of individuals and the greater good.  
 People who are proud of where they live. A place where we can raise healthy and happy 

families. Where we can work hard and play harder. 
 Serving best interest - knowing you can't please everyone but serving majority and causing 

the least harm to oppositions. 
 Something that supports local growth 
 Beneficial to a broad and diverse set of people who live and work in the area. 
 Must be good for the big picture.  We all have our needs and wants, but things must make 

sense for the big picture and the whole county 
 High speed rail system along I-70. 
 It affects the good of the whole, not just a few 
 Things that can help the majority of people in the community. 
 The overall impact of actions taken by representatives and members of the community.  
 Everyone in the community feels their lives matter 
 That which most benefits the people involved. 
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 Should benefit ALL not just some 
 We need someone with imagination.  Nothing is well thought out or planned.  It's not first 

class.  Its wasted money and time to do something half so. 
 Memorial park, Westwood, Summit Lake, Knightstown and those corridors to Pendleton (US 

36, 38, 234, 109 and highway 3 from 40 to Muncie) ...those area must remain attractive to 
welcome families and new business (big and small).   The additions to the North side of New 
Castle look interesting.   

 New Castle and Henry County needs to think how to attract family friendly long term 
supportive items instead of prisons, truck stops or other quick fixed subsidizes industries.   
Invest in attracting quality people and families instead of providing a welfare status.   

 For the common good of the residents of the county...not just a few large landowners or 
county officials. 

 Community benefits are programs and services designed to improve health in communities.   
 Decisions made with community input to maintain a socially and economically healthy 

community.  
 When people are employed self-esteem rises, home sales will rise, family lives improve and 

hopefully drug use go down. 
 Something that benefits everyone not just a few. 

 

Vision Statement 
Participants were asked whether or not they agreed with a handful of statements pertaining to the 

working vision statement, which states:  

“Henry County is becoming East Central Indiana’s premier community 
for education, commerce, agriculture, and family opportunities. Come 

home to an engaged and invested community where unified leadership 
encourages innovation to sustain an excellent quality of life.” 

The vision statement is reactive rather than proactive. 
 Totally Disagree- 15.8% 
 Somewhat Disagree- 21.7% 
 Neutral- 25% 
 Somewhat Agree-25.8% 
 Totally Agree- 11.7% 

Our community values are reflected in this vision statement.  
 Totally Disagree- 13.3% 
 Somewhat Disagree- 16.7% 
 Neutral- 20% 
 Somewhat Agree- 34.2% 
 Totally Agree- 15.8% 

The vision statement is inspirational. 
 Totally Disagree- 8.3% 
 Somewhat Disagree- 6.7% 
 Neutral- 24.2% 
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 Somewhat Agree- 31.7% 
 Totally Agree- 29.2% 

 
The vision statement is realistically attainable. 
 Totally Disagree- 12.5% 
 Somewhat Disagree- 12.5% 
 Neutral- 24.2% 
 Somewhat Agree- 34.2% 
 Totally Agree- 16.7% 

The vision statement creates a competitive edge for the community.  
 Totally Disagree- 11.7% 
 Somewhat Disagree- 12.5% 
 Neutral- 31.7% 
 Somewhat Agree- 29.2% 
 Totally Agree- 15%  

Innovative local governance, organizational collaborations, and partnerships are required to 
obtain this vision.  
 Totally Disagree- 5.8% 
 Somewhat Disagree- .8% 
 Neutral- 10% 
 Somewhat Agree- 20% 
 Totally Agree- 63.3% 

The community is ready and willing to embrace change and be proactive to achieve this vision.  
 Totally Disagree- 16.7% 
 Somewhat Disagree- 24.2% 
 Neutral- 23.3% 
 Somewhat Agree- 29.2% 
 Totally Agree- 6.7% 

 

Community Values 
Participants were asked to choose their Top 5 community values followed by two open ended questions 

about what the county government’s values are. 

Priority ranking  

1. Healthy and Safe Community- 55.36% 
2. Primary and Secondary Education- 52.68% 
3. Roads and Bridges- 51.79% 
4. Parks and Recreation- 47.32% 
5. Diverse Quality Jobs- 36.31% 
6. Vibrant Downtown- 28.57% 
7. Diverse and Balanced Economy- 24.11% 
8. Higher Education- 21.43% 
9. Community Services and utilities- 21.43% 
10. Agriculture- 19.64% 
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11. Sidewalks and Trails- 17.86% 
12. Cell, Cable, and Internet Services- 15.18% 
13. Open Space and Nature Preserves- 15.18% 
14. Environmental Sustainability- 14.29% 
15. Entrepreneurship- 13.39% 
16. Public Arts and Culture- 12.5% 
17. Community Identity- 12.5% 
18. Social Services- 10.71% 
19. Community Gathering Spaces- 9.82% 
20. Single Family Residential- 8.93% 
21. Other (please specify)- 6.25% 

a. Sports facilities 
b. The values of community development can be considered under three broad headings; 

the things it challenges, the ideas it promotes, and the things it influences.  
c. Industrial wind turbines  
d. The people who live in Henry County are proud of the community we have. We want to 

keep the rural country atmosphere that we have had for decades. We do not want to 
have that and our way of life destroyed. We do not want Industrial Wind Turbines to be 
a part of this county. 

22. Apartments for Young Adults- 2.68% 
23. Townhouses and Condos- 1.79% 

 
What do you perceive county government to value? 

 To stay small and rural 
 CAFO's and Wind Turbines that benefit only a few to the disadvantage of many 
 Whatever benefits them 
 Individual agendas 
 The upper class of peoples wants 
 Very unclear at this point 
 I believe we have a few county officials who value getting re-elected over anything else and it 

seems that when their term is up, they will say and do whatever it takes to be re-elected even if 
it halts progress.  

 All government to work toward the same goals 
 New development from businesses, specifically new businesses 
 Safety 
 Incumbency 
 Employees 
 Education  
 Patching roads 
 Jobs and investment as well as having acceptable roads for residents seem valuable although I 

know the money is tight. 
 It appears to me that county government values three things in Henry County: 

o Whatever will make the 10 to 20 families that work to control this county behind the 
scenes money - even if it exploits the average tax-payer or is short-sighted 
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o County government is desperate for money, and it has shown that it will make bad 
decisions to try to keep the county out of bankruptcy in the short-run.  

o Making decisions with the minimal amount of public discussion and with the maximum 
amount of deferment of responsibility  

 I believe that county government values responsible growth but lacks the resources and support 
to overcome some of the significant problems that our communities face.   

 Needs of the government 
 Money promises from Industrial Wind Companies that will never materialize 
 Agriculture 
 Uncontrolled spending 
 Trails instead of roads 
 I wish I could say I believe the county government is looking out for us, but everything I see and 

hear leads me to believe they only value getting ahead at the expense of the taxpayer. 
 Roads, schools, zoning ordinances  
 Personal gain 
 Money 
 Economy  
 Their own interest 
 Roads and bridges. Farm preservation. Agricultural sustainably  
 Uncertain. The comprehensive plan is a start in the right direction if properly developed, used 

and reviewed. It can't be forgotten. 
 County officials, including many on its appointed boards, have served for many, many years, 

often in a rotating office/position fashion. Experience and continuity of government are 
important but must be balanced by the need to develop strong, creative future leadership. Blind 
spots are hard to change without lack of change in people.  

 I don't really know, there is so much unreliable gossip out there.  
 Loyalty to party and getting re-elected  
 I think they're only out for themselves and not for the people. 
 County government seems focused on job creation. This is great of course. But they seem to be 

only interested in larger corporations. Where they use tax dollars to build or expand, then they 
go looking for other communities and more money. Why not invest in smaller, locally rooted 
businesses that won't go looking for a sweeter deal in 5 years?  

 Needs of community 
 People and jobs 
 Survival economy instead of forward thinking economy   
 Decent medical care. 
 Income 
 Truthfully, nothing.  Unless it lines public official’s pockets, I don't believe they value much 

anymore.  They've long given up on our youth and that needs to be a priority.  There is nothing 
for our teens/pre-teens to do, hence, vandalism will happen etc.  You also want there to be a 
reason these kids want to stay here and raise their families here.  There is nothing job wise, or 
entertainment wise to be here. 

 Their own personal interests 
 Tax revenue 
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 Money for pet projects that are detrimental to life, liberty, and health. 
 Rich land owners and development for those who already have power and money at the 

expense of those who do not. 
 Good and getting better. 
 I am not sure that county government has an accurate perception of what is valued.  They 

continue to react to what is happening rather than be proactive and get ahead of the game.  
Condition of roads is a perfect example. So many are is such poor shape that it may be 
impossible to ever expect them to show much improvement.   

 Things that benefit themselves first, their friends second, and the rest of the people of the 
county last. 

 I believe our county government only values money and personal agenda.  
 They do not consider what residents value most. 
 Their fatal attraction with turbines! It will be the death of our county.   
 Money. Our county government is grasping at straws to fix years of mismanagement of funds.  

They are listening to get rich quick schemes by unscrupulous companies. So my perception of 
what our county government values is get rich quick, regardless of the consequences. 

 I perceive them to value money by creating economic opportunities for the county. Some ideas, 
like Boar's Head, are good for the county, other ideas, such as industrial wind turbines for 
windfarms aren't good ideas.  

 At the moment it seems our county government is just concerned with getting these Industrial 
Wind Farms in our county. I really feel they will devalue our county, our homes and our quality 
of life.    

 Only what can line their pockets 
 For the most part, inconsistent, good ole boy network out for personal gain. The party in control 

has become complacent, comfortable and prideful. 
 Money and retaining their position. 
 Our county government values what benefits them personally, with no regard to the input of 

the citizens.   
 Maintaining their elected position. 
 Henry county government values money.  Our county government is in heavy debt, seeing no 

way out they believe to eliminate that debt is to impose IWT's on the citizens of Henry County.  
They are valuing money over the objections, the facts & the brotherhood of this community.  
They value money over the health & safety of the citizens. I know it is a fine balance they must 
walk to be known in the future as good and great leaders & they are failing for their lack of 
education in the early stages of IWT development in Henry County & for prevailing in their lack 
of understanding of what they are being told. They value those citizens who are like minded, 
who see no problem with IWT's & how pat their backs.  Truly there are only a couple people in 
our decision making government who have a vision which protects all, at all cost.    

 Doing the minimum required to keep the county functioning.  
 Seems like they approve projects no matter how much public opposition there is. 
 Nothing but wind turbines. They are willing to run everyone out of this county. My wife and I 

have been wanting to build new home in Henry County. But are waiting to see what happens 
wind turbines. 

 Money in their pocket 
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 Dishonesty  
 Money and power 
 Money. Power. The government officials have always operated with no opposition. They have 

controlled every aspect of the county business without ever being confronted. They only want 
money and power.  

What do you wish county government valued? 

 More quality of life venues 
 Early childhood education, primary and secondary education, drug prevention and 

treatment. 
 What is truly best for our community and would listen to the residents 
 Community growth and opportunity 
 The values and opinions of the people 
 Economic growth without putting property values at risk 
 Transparency. 
 Quality of life 
 Better fiscal management 
 Natural setting 
 Community service for offenders 
 The people 
 Services 
 Business 
 Working together with all government units on common goals 
 Public values, the counties beauty, better roads 
 Paving roads 
 I am happy with what they value 
 I wish county government placed more value on the following: 

o Open, collaborative, community-based planning.   
o Long-term planned decision-making with the good of all community members at 

heart. 
o  An abhorrence for political favors and behind closed doors decisions 

 I believe that the county government values are well aligned with what is needed.  My wish 
is that the communities could stand behind their government and support the process.   

 Needs of the people 
 Trails, nature preserves, varied restaurants that come with more residents. 
 Vibrant downtown 
 Humane animal treatment (e.g. doing away with factory farming, puppy mills, strict USDA 

inspections) 
 Diversity, diversity, diversity 
 Socio-economic equality; celebrating success of those considered at risk with genuine 

inclusion and support via hand-ups, not hand-outs." 
 Presenting our county as the beautiful diverse simple place that it is. 
 Its citizens 
 Land use, environmental concerns, roads 
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 Residents wishes and opinions 
 Their people. The future.  
 The opinion of its residents 
 Road conditions 
 The sense of a total community. Tend to define ourselves by our smaller neighborhoods, 

traditional government boundaries. 
 Understanding of job responsibilities, ethics and selfless leadership. 
 Ability to properly access present deficiencies and their impact on the future.  
 Its citizens 
 Roads and things outside of New Castle 
 The people 
 The roads in this county can be best described as potholes holding hands. That is extremely 

sad considering our wheel tax. Wayne County has more paved miles in better condition with 
a lower wheel tax. So, it is really a money issue? Our other neighbors have better roads as 
well. I urge you to meet with them and find their key to success. Then try to adopt them 
here.  

 Less notoriety and collaboration on goals  
 Roads 
 Truth and fairness and stop playing favorites  
 Good Quality Law enforcement. 
 The people in our community. The parks and recreation available. Our schools. 
 Citizens voices 
 The county residence as a hole.  Not just the political parties wishes 
 Our youth.  Our music programs and other extracurricular activities.   
 Health and safety of residents 
 Roads and overall maintenance  
 Listening to constituents and act accordingly to the wishes of the majority. 
 The quality of life of all residents 
 I would like to see all of county government embrace this comprehensive plan and have a 

vision of where Henry County is in 20 years and on into the future...  I realize that we must 
be realistic and live within our budget, but perhaps looking at stream lining some of the 
processes could make county government for efficient.  I think if citizens could see some 
progress that perhaps paying more county taxes wouldn't be so hard to accept.  I would like 
to be able to see where my money is going.  These are hard decisions to make, but perhaps 
looking at staff and benefits would be a place to start.  Maybe use of temporary staff during 
peak times rather than full time people year round would be better use of our funds.   

 Residents wishes. 
 Things that would benefit the county as a whole without the risk of harm and not worry 

about themselves. 
 I wish our county government valued their citizen’s opinion more than anything.  
 I wish they valued the voice and opinions of the people  
 I think we have a lot of great values and they are making a lot of progress.  I am 

disappointed that they are not willing to listen to the tax payers who elected them in 
regards to agriculture growth with such repercussions.   
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 The opinions and lives of the people in their county! 
 The value of the citizens of this county. Our citizens, our communities, and our heritage are 

some of our greatest resources. I realize you can't make 100% of the people happy 100% of 
the time, but those who govern should never do harm by not diligently striving to do no 
harm.  

 The freedom of Henry County's citizens.  My family moved here in 2014 from Hamilton Co. 
because we wanted the freedom away from HOAs, and to enjoy the beautiful country life 
here.  Although the parks and schools were nice, we wanted to live in a less congested area.  
Now, with the talk of huge 500 ft. turbines coming to the county, we aren't sure whether we 
will stay.  That's really sad, because Henry Co. would be losing a good, productive family that 
makes a good wage in the biomedical field.  More jobs are work at home jobs, giving 
families greater choice in where to live.  If our family feels this way about windfarms, you 
can imagine many others who will stay far away from Henry County if it is littered with 500 
ft. tall wind turbines.  Many of us living here don't chose to live near a turbine.  The county 
government needs to realize that windfarms will NOT solve the county's problems.  Only 
give some landowners a bit more money.  It will drive progress away. 

 Our county needs to pursue more manufacturing jobs like Crown and Boar's Head.  I have 
talked to several people who work at both companies and you can tell how happy they are.  
Wages are good and they are investing back in the community.  Our county roads are awful, 
they need a lot of work done on them.  The infrastructure of any county is important to its 
citizens and potential businesses.   

 I wish that they would honestly represent the people who elected them. The things that are 
important, are ignored if it does not suit their personal interests. The voices of their 
constituents seem to mean nothing. 

 The people 
 Quality of life in Henry County!  Clean up the county!  Plan events that will draw people 

from not only this county, but other counties as well.  Do something like other small towns 
have done, like quaint shops, antique shops, cafes, cultural and art shows, etc.   

 The Henry County Government is listening to the wind farm companies and think this will 
somehow help the county.  It will NOT help the county.  It will only help the people who 
have the land and have signed leases.   

 Invest in the people and how to attach people for the future instead of a county of heavy 
industry or mega livestock or land waste.  

 The citizens, population growth and honesty. 
 The people of this county.  Without the citizens of this county you have nothing!  I would 

also like to see that they value the eastern part of the county.  Each and every time they 
speak of development they reference "Middletown, New Castle and Knightstown".   
Development and planning for the eastern half of the county would be nice. 

 The health and safety of the voters! 
 Its citizens 
 Providing for the health, safety, and general welfare of the county residents. 
 The government is an essential mechanism for realizing vital public values.  A government 

which condones making money (for the government as well as a few others) over the health 
and safety of its populace is spreading the wrong message.  The government is the main way 
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to promote important values that are good for us as a whole – values that are in the public 
interest.  A government must question its core democratic values before it can determine a 
course of action.  Keep this in mind when dealing with the hard issue of IWT's.  "We the 
People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure 
domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and 
secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this 
Constitution for the United States of America".  Domestic tranquility is the goal.   

 Being willing to really hear ALL their constituents. 
 Not condemn prime agricultural land as Economic Revitalization Areas.  
 Doing their homework and due diligence to protect the health, safety and welfare of Henry 

County residents.  
 Keeping all Henry County residents informed of what is going on. 
 Coming up with a broad range of nice businesses to bring to Henry County. 
 The opinions of those that they were voted in to serve. 
 The people they represent and the quiet country. 
 Safety & wellbeing of residents 
 Protection for citizens 
 The wishes of the majority not an influential minority 
 The voice of the community! 

 

Brag Book 
Participants were asked to finish the prompts and reveal all of the things that make Henry County great! 

I love…  

 Small community feel 
 Our parks 
 The dedication to kids that the business and government community demonstrates. 
 Peace and quiet 
 The parks! 
 How the community is caring and giving 
 Living in the country 
 The parks, the people who are involved in positive ways to make our community better, the 

sense of safety 
 Our schools 
 That someone has taken the initiative to clean up Broad Street.  
 Scenic countryside 
 The initiative the mayor is taking to better New Castle 
 That things are progressing. 
 The parks and recreation offered 
 Small community atmosphere, were everyone knows everyone. 
 The diversity, parks and trails. 
 The beginning of street art and revitalization of the downtown area 
 Hometown feel- seeing people I know at the grocery 
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 The parks; New Castle fieldhouse 
 The central business location. 
 The quality of education at CAB Schools.   
 The landscape that in places is like Brown County. No industrial wind turbines marring the 

landscape like Randolph County. 
 The many parks, especially Memorial Park and the Arts Garden. 
 I love the quietness and simplicity, the farming atmosphere.   
 The people and small community feeling. 
 The people 
 The small town feel.  
 Location. Location. Location. Cost of living.  Knightstown's mix/character of homes and drive to 

I-70.  Middletown has the arts park in New Castle.  
 Memorial park 
 Our efforts to bring in new business opportunities. 
 Historic Things 
 The way people help one another 
 Slow pace 
 The small town community  
 The New Castle-Henry County Public Library Auditorium.  
 Memorial Park 
 Sense of belonging  
 People 
 Our town 
 The potential  
 The opportunities that my children have for extracurricular and education 
 Our community  
 The small knit community 
 The people, the individual communities and the rich history surrounding us. 
 The sense of community, but that has been fading quickly in the last 10 years or so 
 The small town feel with a lot of caring people. 
 Large open agriculture land. 
 Country living 
 The family friendly community 
 Henry County.  We have some great things going for us.  A diverse landscape.   
 The people, our Library, our parks, our business & industry, our Schools, our restaurants.   
 Henry County, it is where I grew up, as well as my kids and grandkids.  It is where we work.  It is 

home.  
 Fieldhouse and our parks 
 The parks and greenspaces. 
 My small town 
 Where I have lived my entire life! 
 Westwood Golf Club 
 Knightstown 
 The great parks 
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 The people 
 Our schools and vocational school 
 The clear sight lines and quiet peacefulness of our farm ground.  
 Our rural setting, close knit communities. 
 The open spaces, the rolling hills, farms, not dealing with traffic 
 Memorial Park 
 The quiet country. 
 My rural home in the county 
 The countryside in Henry County, the rolling hills and meandering road in the northern part.  I 

love the small towns. 
 The flat lands of the south and the hills of the north.  Hope to enjoy the land where I live and the 

family heritage 
 Our schools, churches and serene countryside. 
 That Henry County is a safe and affordable place to live. 
 Peaceful environment 
 That my family has lived in Henry County over 200 years. 
 That the people here help each other out, sometimes without being asked. 
 Open fields to view the sky 
 The beautiful country. 
 The quiet country setting 
 The peaceful, unadulterated countryside 

My favorite thing about Henry County is… 

 Memorial Park 
 It is a small town, where I feel safe 
 It offers a diverse entertainment offerings. 
 Friendly people 
 Country roads to take a bike ride on. 
 The small town feel 
 The people 
 That it is familiar, people know each other and care for each other. 
 Community pride 
 The fieldhouse.  
 Scenic countryside. Memories 
 The small town feel 
 The people. 
 The increased job market with business locating here 
 Parks 
 People 
 We are close to "the city" but not in the city 
 The scenery-the country 
 The people. 
 The people and small town feel.   
 The Wilbur Wright Museum 
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 The landscape. The nights that you can see the stars. 
 The visions for the downtown area, especially around the library area. 
 Our parks.  Our history.  Our people. 
 Henry County memorial park 
 The sense of community. 
 Summit lake 
 Sense of community.  
 The beautiful parks 
 Developing "rails to trails" system. 
 The arts park 
 The parks 
 The optimism. 
 The old national road & Arts Park 
 People 
 Is that it's safer than most bigger communities  
 Our 400 acre county park.   
 Memorial park.  
 Cost of living  
 Knowing my neighbors 
 People 
 Family 
 The parks 
 Small town feel 
 The people 
 Not having the big city noise 
 The rural areas - well maintained farms. 
 The music education programs and the community backing in our schools 
 The opportunity to be with family and friends. 
 Quiet peaceful evenings on the back porch 
 No strong pressure to keep up with the Jones's (ala Carmel) 
 The people who live here 
 Our Parks.  The field house. 
 The people. 
 The small community feel.  We are a very caring community,  
 Parks 
 That it's a quiet place to live. 
 The people 
 My community. 
 The people 
 Small town feel and rural living.  
 Knightstown 
 The hometown feel 
 I have called it home all my life 
 The people 
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 Memorial Park 
 Small town atmosphere. 
 The beauty of the land 
 The location...East Central Indiana with "the National Road" and I-70 running through it makes it 

easy to go anywhere! 
 Memorial Park 
 The privacy and choice of lifestyle one can, and hopefully that will continue, in Henry County. 
 Quietness and the convenient access to major roads  
 The views 
 Its people. 
 The wide open spaces 
 The friendly people 
 Keeping it safe for everyone 
 It has been the home for my family for over 100 years. 
 The beauty and tranquility of my lifestyle which I plan to protect.  
 It is where my home is. 
 The beauty of the country side 
 The small county schools. 
 My home is here 
 The green space 

We have the best…  

 Park systems 
 Community service programs 
 High School Fieldhouse 
 Library 
 Schools 
 Sense of community. 
 REMC 
 Mayor 
 Economic development team 
 Education and parks 
 Parks 
 Mayor 
 Community 
 Library and YMCA 
 Business support 
 Teachers 
 Opportunities for growth 
 Mayor 
 Simplicity and peace here, yet close enough to Big City conveniences. 
 Parks and people 
 Core group of caring citizens 
 Parks 
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 Natural resources 
 Parks 
 People  
 Giant breaded tenderloins 
 Cruise Ins  
 High school fieldhouse 
 People 
 Donuts 
 Sadly, I don't have an answer to anything we have the best of anymore 
 Schools, from pre-schools to K-12. 
 Farmers in the world 
 Parks 
 Library 
 Schools with opportunity for dual credits in high schools as well as opportunities that higher 

education gives us right here. 
 Fieldhouse & parks 
 People. 
 EMS in the state! Personnel and equipment  
 Farm stores 
 People 
 I can't even answer this. I can't think of one thing that we have the best. That is sad.  
 People 
 Hometown feeling 
 Opportunities for growth 
 Schools.  All of our elementary and secondary school are doing well plus we have Ivy Tech and 

I.U. for higher education. 
 Doctors and dentists. 
 Wide open spaces, small town community attractions.  
 Heritage  
 Smelling air--just go outside and take a deep breath.  
 People 

I have to tell you about…  

 Spiceland as a good place to live 
 The people who have the biggest hearts and are always willing to help others 
 New Castle Motorsports Park!!  Fun place! 
 Our Library 
 How much people care about making Henry County great 
 Our library 
 Jack's donuts 
 Our basketball hall of fame and fieldhouse 
 Our Largest and Finest High School Fieldhouse 
 The Wilbur Wright Trail and YMCA 
 Arts Park 
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 Help that I've received from Mayor's office and EDC. 
 Our schools 
 The awesome quiet nights. Beautiful unencumbered sunrises and sunsets. 
 People helping people 
 The community events such as the parades and festivals.  
 The view in the fall of the trees along I 70 between Knightstown and New Castle exits.  Also on 3 

in New Castle 
 Our parks 
 My Antique Shop 
 Regulation's 
 Faithfest, the fishing in our county, all the other activities we have to see. 
 The lack of good high paying jobs locally 
 Wal-Mart 
 Our schools 
 The arts park 
 Our transit department 
 How we so desperately need something for our youth/teens to do in the community 
 Proposed IWTs may limit growth and quality of life many families seek 
 The Knightstown youth sports league. It's been so great for our boys! 
 Henry Co. BNI. 
 The many caring things that people do and the many caring people that we have. 
 Our horrible roads.  
 The caring people 
 The fact that I live 1500' from Shenandoah School system' turbine. My household and others 

surrounding are suffering health effects, living disruption, and an eye sore that we see daily. I'm 
concerned about my property value as well.  

 Knightstown 
 My love and concern over the future of our community 
 Our walking trails 
 Monthly New Castle Cruise In during the summer. 
 The homeschool co-op in New Castle that is SO amazing! 
 Jack's Donuts 
 Having to go out of town for anything I need. 
 The Farmer's Market. I appreciate the people who work hard and bring their fresh produce for 

others to purchase. It gives a more healthy opportunity.   
 Biggest talk now is the wind turbines. It's destroying families and friendship.  It's the facts 

whether you're for or against. 
 I'm the 8th generation on my family homestead. 
 Memorial Park 
 Destructive forces are at work trying gain short term benefits for a limited few in this county and 

destroy our heritage. 
 IWT's: infrasound, annoyance, shadow flicker, microwave signal interruption, bird kills and 

greed. 
 The libraries here--they are fantastic! 
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 Blue river schools 

We have a world class…  

 High school gymnasium 
 High School Gym 
 YMCA 
 EDC 
 High School Fieldhouse 
 Hometown feel 
 Indiana High School basketball hall of fame 
 Library 
 Sports and gymnasium 
 Distribution location 
 Opportunity for growth 
 High School gym 
 High School musical department. 
 Swimming pool at New Castle Jr. high school 
 Horse facility and Henry county memorial park  
 Community 
 Field house.  
 Apparently the New Castle Fieldhouse.   
 Park 
 High School Gym 
 School field house and football field  
 Fieldhouse 
 Music and arts for our students 
 Field house, saddle club, YMCA and grounds. 
 Field house.  Again, it's sad that I can't think of anything anymore other than that. 
 YMCA, horse and pony show arenas 
 Gun Range, field house.   
 Motor Sports Park. 
 Fieldhouse 
 School system that only cares about sport programs, not academics (Knightstown).  
 High schools 
 Knightstown 
 Gym 
 Teachers, police and firemen, and etc. 
 High school basketball Hall of Fame museum  
 Hall of Fame, Fieldhouse 
 High school gym 
 Fieldhouse in New Castle. 
 Photographer, writer & artist.   
 High school gymnasium (Chrysler Fieldhouse) 
 People 
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 Nothing! We are a small Indiana County, we don't need to have a "world class" anything. 

I bet you didn’t know… 

 About our Historical Society 
 We have an amazing Henry County Historical Museum and the Wilbur Wright Birthplace and 

Museum. 
 About our world’s largest high school gym 
 About the Art Center 
 The story of Monkey Jack 
 R. David Hoover, former CEO of Ball Corporation and current Eli Lilly board member, is from 

Henry County 
 We have the largest fieldhouse in the nation 
 Wilbur WRIGHT was born in Henry County 
 That New Castle has the world's largest high school gymnasium 
 Largest field house in the world 
 That we've changed our office Hours in Houston due to Indiana's Eastern Time Zone switch. 
 The opportunities that our schools provide. 
 We have Native American mounds here. 
 There was a mass transit Interurban line that connected Henry County to our larger sister cities. 
 We used to have businesses downtown 
 Henry County's leadership contribution to business and government - David Hoover former CEO 

of Ball Corp (Straughn) Former Agriculture Secretary Clifford Hardin (Knightstown native) 
 Marion Pierce 
 That the children who do not play sports don't have much to do here 
 There used to be a historic district in New Castle 
 There is a large home school community in Henry County 
 We have a meth issue 
 How poorly our community is viewed by out of towners.  The run-down houses and trashy areas 

are getting worse by the day. 
 We have a great horse park  
 Most things open and close shortly after in New Castle.  
 That besides the largest high school gym in the world, our high school has one of the top music 

departments in the state 
 Several people have family members that came to New Castle to work at the Maxwell Plant 

which was later bought by Walter P. Chrysler to build automobiles! 
 Many people do not trust county commissioners 

We are the best at… 

 Collaboration 
 Pulling together and helping those families that have had a tragedy  
 Hospitality 
 Community programs 
 Helping each other 
 Getting things done in a timely manner 
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 Working as a community to fix a problem 
 Fighting among ourselves to try and get our way 
 High school vocational training 
 Making visitors feel comfortable 
 Being neighborly 
 Same day shipments 
 Being neighborly 
 Working hard 
 Wanting to keep our county the quiet simple place it is 
 Coming together when someone needs something 
 Coming together in the time of need.  
 Coming together 
 Promoting New Castle 
 Being in everyone else's business 
 Pitching in when someone or something is in need 
 Denial of the problems facing the community 
 Running Milestone out of Henry County 
 Creating parking lots in our downtown 
 Bowling 
 Pulling together - little groups of citizens have historically made great things happen.  
 Pulling together if we had some leadership and a common goal that helped the community 
 Caring for others 
 Sports and farming  
 Team Work 
 Basketball 
 Basketball events 
 Having a ton of fast food places, and no decent restaurants. 
 Helping each other when in desperate need 
 Being friendly and hospitable 
 Hospitality 
 Surviving 
 Making window shades 

People from everywhere come here for…  

 Sports 
 The Basketball Hall of Fame, the World's Largest High School Field House, the Hoosier Gym 
 High School Fieldhouse 
 Kart races, horse shows and the Indiana Basketball Hall of Fame 
 Fishing 
 Our Memorial day parade 
 Horse shows 
 Basketball history 
 Jack's Donuts and Pizza King 
 Our laid back hometown feel 
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 Horse Shows, go kart racing, basketball 
 Pizza King and Jack's Donuts 
 Sports 
 Small size plastic shipments  
 The Hoosier Gym and Basketball Hall of Fame 
 The Basketball Hall of Fame 
 A quiet drive through the country 
 Horse shows 
 The field house 
 Basketball, horse and saddle club 
 Ice House Tavern  
 Getting to somewhere else 
 Basketball 
 Hoosier Gym. The legendary home gym of Hickory Huskers. 
 High School Basketball, our parks and Summit Lake. 
 See relatives 
 Tenderloins 
 Outside of the Basketball Hall of Fame, and our fieldhouse sports events 
 To show horses 
 The basketball history. The hall of fame and the Hoosier Gym are great attractions. 
 Hall of fame.  Fieldhouse.  Hoosier Gym 
 The Memorial Day Parade. 
 Horse shows at Memorial Park as well as go kart racing at the track near I-70 and 3. 
 Moorland fair & farmers pike festivals 
 The Hoosier Gym and Indiana Basketball Hall of Fame. 
 Sports events (basketball, cart racing, horse) 
 Our basketball history/gym/hall of fame/Hoosier gym 
 Knightstown 
 The small town feel 
 Horse shows... for now.  
 The world's largest high school gymnasium 
 Top Hat Pizza 
 The Mooreland Fair.   
 Summit lake, Westwood, Wilbur Wright park, just trying to find peacefulness  
 BASKETBALL! 
 We are not a world class city such as Paris, New York or Rome.  A person could say, but it may be 

a stretch, the Basketball Hall of Fame.  
 Small town or rural living at an affordable price. 
 The beauty of our countryside 
 Basketball  
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The Wish Bowl 
Participants were asked to “Make a WISH” for the future of Henry County.  

 

 Creating a place where our kids want to stay 
 Better roads and infrastructure and well maintained homes and properties. 
 I wish we could correct the drug the issues, and provide good paying jobs to those who do want 

to work so that we can get people off the government assistance programs and able to provide 
for themselves and their families. (Break the cycle) 

 I wish there would be a wealth of industry and small businesses that land in Henry County to 
provide jobs for our families.   

 More jobs, cleaning up of the landscape, and more programs to get the public more job ready. 
 Henry County is a good place. I wish it had a better opinion of itself. 
 I would just wish for people and businesses to take care of their properties and let the beauty of 

Henry County show.  As a wise lady once told me, you don't have to be rich to be clean. 
 My wish would be to reduce the drug problem, provide help to those with drug addiction, and 

continue to bring new business/jobs that pay well, and increase affordable housing while 
removing dilapidated buildings and beautify the community.  Further to make good sound 
decisions that will not adversely affect property values, decisions that good for the community 
as a whole and not just for a few. 

 Make Henry County the best to live and work 
 I wish I could drive (or ride my bicycle) through our downtown and see a cohesive streetscape 

with attractive wayfinding signage, beautiful landscaping, community gathering spots, 
interesting shops, shoppers from out of town with disposable income who came here on 
purpose, local resident shopkeepers who are happy and financially thriving enjoying a bright 
sunny day. 

 I wish we could flush out the negative people and build up the community with steady jobs and 
pride in the community. 

 Stays a great place for a country drive while downtown becomes a place to go 
 I wish we had an upbeat atmosphere in Downtown New Castle. Also, I wish that we could 

continue to attract businesses our way and expand more commercial development all the way 
towards 70.  

 I wish I could go to dinner at chain restaurant, go shopping at a prominent department store 
and watch a movie in a nice theater all in one place. 

 Community collaboration in making the County friendlier 
 Low unemployment, cleaner Henry County, citizens taking pride in Henry County. 
 I wish that I saw more positive feedback of the older generation (60 and older). Although this 

generation remembers a booming town, they are very pessimistic about its return.  
 I wish Henry County could have a bright future for all residents. 
 I would like to see a county with well-planned and maintained infrastructure (roads, broadband 

Internet for everyone, well thought out zoning) with an emphasis on quality of life.  I would like 
to see a community that has a median wage at or above the State's median.  I want to see a 
county where education is valued and where having an education leads to job, business, and 
economic success.  I want to see a de-emphasis on sports and cars and redneck living. I want to 
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see a change in the thought process of elected leaders to be more egalitarian towards the 
public. I do not want to see windmills peppered across the landscape.  If we end up with 
windmills, I want them to be clustered in a single area without residential or commercial 
structures within 1 mile of the windmills in any direction. They should be placed together in an 
actual farm type of layout instead scattered among whichever farmer will have them. 

 Diverse population growth.   
 To be a strong employer with a focus on industrial development with above average wages 
 I wish that Henry County and all of the smaller communities within could buy in to a centralized 

vision of growth.  Each of our communities has different issues that currently stagnate growth.  
Through working together, we could overcome those issues and build upon our strengths.   

 A environmentally conscious, sustainable, and healthy county with low unemployment and a 
high quality of life 

 I would like to see more political and community activism, low cost family ventures, 
drama/music/talent activities for kids K-12, educational/career mentors, museums, historical 
tours, speakers, rallies, presentations, and opportunities for our kids to work with/experience 
local politics. 

 I wish that the Industrial Wind Turbines would go away!  Then we could focus on what is 
important for the whole community and not just good for the pockets of a few. 

 Need jobs and more GOOD family restaurants. I would like to see local ordinances enforced, 
trash and junk picked up, and the east side of New Castle made to look better as entrance to 
city.  

 Jobs back in the county and more transparency with government. 
 I wish Henry County had more white collar jobs. I wish we had people who were more open 

minded instead of putting their irrational fears under the guise of having "family values."  I wish 
I had a Target or Meijer closer.   

 Less drugs and crime.  When people don't feel safe in their own home, they move away. Steady 
jobs, not ones that turn over as soon as the tax abatement end.  Additionally, our medical care 
here has become terrible. Now we obtain all medical care outside this county 

 More jobs with decent wages & future growth.  Small community groups that frequently meet 
to clean/fix up the area a few blocks/miles at a time.  Hotels that I proud to suggest to 
family/friends.   Good roads, if you want people to come here, you got to give them a good 
smooth ride into town.  Maybe more warehouse type business since this is the crossroads of 
America.  

 I would like to see businesses come and stay. I hate seeing local businesses leave because of the 
cost. 

 My wish for Henry County is that we continue to revive the downtown area, we continue to 
have community events bring out the citizens of this community that brighten the spirit of who 
we are. I also wish our medical field could concentrate on an area of specialty that would bring 
more people to our community. It only takes on specialty to excel to bring people to our already 
nice medical facility.  

 We can move into the future make changes we need but to keep our history. 
 Working restrooms in the parks. 
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 To understand how fortunate we are by our location,  not a realtor here,  but the availability of  
a large water supply, our parks and trails, our access to two separate interstates (70 and 69) and 
the knowledge that the younger generation has the ability to develop into great leaders.  

 I would love to see more tourist style trails and nature areas, by that I mean having vendors at 
point areas at certain times, like the zoo does. I would love to see some camping open up off the 
Wilbur Wright trail area. I support the downtown projects.  

 Tear down abandoned homes 
 More retail establishment’s i.e. grocery stores. As now Knightstown has no grocery 
 I wish that Henry County had more activities for children and opportunities for young adults. I 

wish that the drug problem didn't exist and that people would care more about the community 
and help one another more. I wish that there were help for those struggling with addiction. 

 I wish someone would restore Skyvue Drive-in. I wish someone would re-open CKS Rail Road and 
restore the track from Shirley to Carthage. I wish CiCi's Pizza would trust me when I tell them 
how much we love cheap pizza.  

 The parks and recreation are clean, updated and safe. 
 I wish I had easier disability access to all buildings and structures in Henry County 
 I wish Henry County had better services for mental health and substance abuse. Jail is not the 

proper place for these individuals. This is a drain on our healthcare services, law enforcement, 
jail staff, courts, etc. Our County needs to fully support a healing and hope village where needs 
can be met spiritually, medically, and socially. A place where anyone can go and receive basic 
human rights of a warm meal, a bed to rest, fellowship with others, medical care, and spiritual 
care.  

 A nice, name brand motel by the interstate. 
 Henry County should be about better paying jobs and more fun things to do. Events, festivals, 

tournaments etc. People want to live somewhere they can work and play that is close to home. I 
wish for this to change and for people in Henry County to come together to make that change.  

 My wish for Henry County is unified leadership. Investment in our community and our children.  
 I wish more people would buy these vacant houses and flip them to make the habitable.  
 Sustainable employment opportunities 
 I wish I saw people willing to make long term investments in the county 
 A place harboring and encouraging all different types of education.  An area with nice eating 

establishments not just fast food places 
 A county that encourages and assist in arts and entertainment 
 There needs to be more jobs that pay a decent living wage.  There needs to be somewhere for 

our teenagers to go and hang out and be safe, yet not feel like their every move is being 
watched by police etc.  There needs to be better safe havens for drug addicts/ domestic violence 
victims etc., so that they are comfortable approaching a law enforcement officer for HELP rather 
than be locked in jail.   

 I wish for improved and updated zoning. 
 I wish I could help encourage a local food economy by gardening and raising chickens in 

Spiceland! My dream would be to start a grocery store and a trade school to encourage healthy 
local eating, food preservation, survival skills and more! 
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 I wish that Henry County had more reliable jobs that would bring people to our county. I wish 
that we had more shopping and retail to bring people to the county.  I wish that we had a 
business friendly environment. 

 100% Community Pride 
 In a perfect world, continue developing diverse employment opportunities that would bring 

people to Henry County to live and work, and then have the amenities that would keep them 
here for their recreational time.  Vicious circle, but must be our goal to grown in to the future 

 Better baseball fields either in New Castle or Knightstown.  
 I wish that Henry County would increasingly become a vibrant community, not losing its roots, 

but embracing the past, while also looking forward to a future that is full of promise.  
 Could have the best Pre-K education offered to all in county that everyone's want to copy and 

share 
 Go back to one school bus per house- not 2-3! 
 I would like to have our drive-in theater back, quality department stores uptown in New Castle, 

and more public transportation for the elderly. 
 I wish we had representatives that cared for our wellbeing. I wish we could remain a close knit 

community that helps one another instead of one neighbor potentially profiting off another 
neighbor's loss.  

 I wish we had better roadways, better choices in dining, more recreational activities, and a 
stronger focus on health and wellness  

 I want to possibly be able to build on our land without restrictions based on the distance from a 
windmill on adjacent land. I want good neighbors.  I wish the three properties that recently 
went up for sale near us would be bought by nice families that will fill our county school. 

 Better funding for schools. Better roads. Higher wages and lower cost of living. More community 
involvement and gathering. Safe place for young kids to play as the parks are becoming taken 
over by teenagers and destroyed.  

 I pray that we have community leaders that listen to the major and turn down having wind 
turbines anywhere in our county!  

 We continue to grow and make this the best place to live, work, and play 
 My wish for our county is for those in power to realize the permanency of their action, and that 

they must not try to fix current problems by succumbing to false promises.  We cannot fix our 
financial situation by allowing permanent, huge, and dangerous and at the very least invasive 
Industrial Wind Turbines to be scattered all throughout our county.   Every decision made is 
difficult, just as every decision made is important.   We are losing our agricultural heritage.   
Every year more and more acreage is taken out of production.   We lose small family farms, and 
our county is suffering for it. 

 We would adopt safe setbacks and deny the building of turbines.  
 I wish Henry County had a beautiful community building that offers classes for various subjects.  

I wish that Henry County offers incentives for quality development to come in and revitalize the 
county.   

 I wish that the whole Industrial wind farms would go away.  After reading reports and studies 
our county is too populated and I fear it will be the end of our county as we know it. 

 I would like to be able to shop in New Castle for things I have to go out of town for. All we have 
is Walmart and they need competition.  
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 Decent places to eat, shop and things for kids. 
 My wish for Henry County is a resurgence in respect for one another, an appreciation for our 

history and people to look at what other communities in Hancock, Wayne and Hamilton 
Counties have done and put together a plan for growth that has quality of life in it.  I wish for 
some insight into public events and remodeling of and new constructions of buildings.  We 
continue to look like "Henry County".  I wish the people who have the authority to make 
decisions would consider the quality of life in Henry County versus who can gain personally and 
make money.   

 Show people the gift of land and nature.  
 To maintain our current landscape, bring in jobs, and things to do that benefit everyone not just 

a few select people 
 Bring people from other areas of the state to live here. This would increase our school 

enrollment and fill our stores/restaurants with customers. It would increase our tax base 
permanently.  

 I would love to see the county grow like a McCordsville, bringing in new business, commerce, 
etc. but still has that small town rural feel.   

 That the elected officials for Henry County would serve the whole county 
 I wish for stronger ordinances for the protection of its citizens. I wish commissioners would run 

the county with integrity, honesty, and loyalty to its citizens first, after all they have lived and 
worked for years paying their taxes to the place they call home. 

 That it could return to the prosperity of the past without destroying the country side and quality 
of life. 

 I wish that Henry County could change for the better.  
 

To-Do List 
Participants were asked to help craft a community to-do list by responding to a series of prompt, 

including: 

We need more…  

 Trails, greenspace, outdoor recreation, river access, bike infrastructure in our city and towns 
 Code enforcement and road improvements 
 Things to do with your family, other shopping options besides Walmart 
 Mental health resources for children 
 It would be nice to have more variety of shopping other than Wal-Mart 
 Mayor York's energy and vision 
 Continuation of improvement for  schools and parks 
 "Can do" attitude. We need to think better of ourselves and stop settling for what we have 

always been. We need to start thinking "What would Noblesville do?" 
 Quality of life projects 
 Professional careers 
 Locally owned businesses 
 Motels close to interstate 
 Attractions, things to do. 
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 Community support to deal with drug issue 
 Higher paying jobs 
 Factories such as Boar's Head and Micronutrients 
 Ethical elected officials 
 Trails 
 Willingness to bridge resources between county and towns 
 Community minded government officials 
 Recreational areas 
 Sense of unity, small and local farmers, family entertainment/recreation, animal care/rescue 

organizations. 
 Jobs -- decent paying jobs and shopping options  
 Self-awareness of our County.  So many people know little about the happenings here.  Why not 

a local internet broadcast of the news like the radio used to put out.  Facebook can only reach so 
many! 

 Investment without changing our residential areas. 
 Community activities especially for families 
 Jobs and security 
 Small businesses 
 Community events and festivals.  
 More decent paying jobs and activities for teens 
 Sit down restaurants 
 A faith in the ability of others to ensure a positive future for Henry County.   
 Community areas with vendor access for events in the arts park area-armory area.  
 The millennial generation  
 Volunteers 
 Diverse job opportunities 
 Respect for quality 
 Volunteers  
 Officials who care for the communities needs and wants instead of lining their own pockets. 
 Careers  
 Affordable restaurants.  
 Committed citizens to get involved in our communities 
 Decent jobs 
 Positive strategies for growth. 
 Recovery facilities  
 Organized activities 
 Unity in government  
 Small businesses. Make business want to locate here. 
 New jobs with a living wage.  
 Decent affordable restaurants  
 Social services - accessible and competent mental health services.  
 Things to do for entertainment, jobs, safe places to "fall" when in need. 
 Private construction 
 People making an effort to improve their surroundings 
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 Recreation opportunities for teenagers 
 Entertainment 
 Government officials that listen to constituents and act accordingly to the wishes of the 

majority. 
 Grocery stores in Spiceland and New Castle 
 Completion- getting things started and then finished 
 Recreational opportunities.  For example, a softball complex would keep our girls playing here 

instead of out of town and also bring money to the community.  Look at Columbus Indiana, 
softball has to make a big impact of their local economy.  This is just one example. 

 Manufacturing & Industry 
 Nice sit down restaurants  
 High paying jobs throughout the county, better access to mental healthcare, and improved 

response the mental health issues in schools and in legal capacity. 
 Restaurants  
 Decent school teachers (Knightstown)  
 Public transportation and help for the elderly 
 Retail shops and restaurants  
 Economic development in Knightstown 
 Community involvement  
 Community volunteers... give resources on websites of what is needed. 
 Retail business and jobs.  
 Manufacturing jobs 
 Decent restaurants 
 Restaurants, clean parks, clean neighborhoods, upscale events, and grocery stores. 
 Open government and listening government  
 Places to shop, eat, and work 
 Sustainable business 
 Manufacturing jobs & technical jobs. 
 Honest reliable and caring county government officials 
 Manufacturing plants on the old Chrysler grounds and in the industrial parks 
 Ethical officials 

We need new… 

 Multiuse trails and sidewalks in our city and towns 
 Sidewalks  
 More new businesses - we have come a long way but we still need more to help the local people 
 Industry 
 Visions for making the county a place to want to live not just a dead county 
 Downtown 
 Attitude.  Let's look for the good in people.   
 Standards!!! We need to set our sights higher, we need to get our sense of pride back and not 

accept the status quo. Trash in the streets is not okay, rundown buildings are not okay, and 
again we should ask: "What would Noblesville do?" 

 Middle income housing 
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 Roads 
 Restaurants 
 Lighting in our main artery roads 
 Playground equipment in most parks 
 Singe dwelling housing additions 
 Better roads 
 Industry 
 Collaboration 
 Business opportunities 
 Leadership 
 Good paying, sustainable jobs, more low/no-fee family recreation, and lower cost animal care 

facilities. 
 Ideas and shopping  
 Smarter people in our government  
 Leadership 
 Businesses 
 Legislation, jail, and recreation destinations  
 Roads 
 Entertainment for children and families  
 Another lumber yard  
 Leadership. Can't be done at once but we need to encourage  
 Sidewalks and curbs 
 Countywide broadband 
 Park equipment  
 Businesses 
 Park equipment  
 Government officials 
 Inspiration  
 More local transportation. Longer bus hours. 
 Businesses 
 Victor mentalities 
 Jail 
 Roads 
 Leadership  
 Jail, emergency family shelter 
 Sidewalks 
 Park equipment 
 Walking/riding paths 
 Government officials that listen to constituents and act accordingly to the wishes of the 

majority. 
 Elementary school in Spiceland 
 Younger people involved. 
 Local leadership  
 Industry 
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 Ballpark diamonds, fairgrounds, and stores  
 Roads 
 Jail 
 Businesses that will higher local people and pay a decent wage. 
 Shopping choices, small retail stores, county representatives.  
 Businesses in Knightstown 
 Restaurants and shopping  
 We need decent roads. More efficient spending of our tax dollars.  
 Nice shopping centers 
 Places to shop 
 Elected officials 
 More attractive buildings and homes.   
 Ideas for expansions out of Indianapolis  
 People 
 leadership in the county 
 Representative in our government consisting of youth who research, who listen & think for 

themselves.   
 Officials 
 Industry 
 County officials 

We need to fix…  

 Our roads and sidewalks 
 Roads 
 County roads 
 Downtown and county roads 
 Existing playground equipment 
 The Chrysler mentality! Chrysler is gone and it isn't coming back! Downtown buildings need to 

be taken down before they fall down but that doesn't mean something even greater won't be 
put up in their place. Great things can happen here if we step up and make them happen. 

 Our drug problem 
 Roads 
 Shady law enforcement  
 Our parks 
 Roads (everywhere) and government inefficiency 
 Roads 
 Our streets and roads 
 The county roads 
 Our roads 
 Streets, roads, and sidewalks 
 Infrastructure in some of the smaller communities to become less New Castle-centric 
 Our roads and our addiction problems 
 Attitudes of the government leaders 
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 Our poverty, maltreatment of inmates, lack of supportive addiction services, illegal drug sales, 
bullying, maltreatment of animals. 

 ROADS. ROADS.  ROADS. 
 The good ole boy mentality of our government and the playground equipment at our parks. 
 Government 
 Roads 
 Infrastructure and roads 
 Playground equipment and jail 
 The roads 
 Our streets.   
 Landlords to take care of their properties 
 Roads 
 Opiate drug problem. Work on realistic rebuilding the middle class, stronger educational system. 

Financial problems experienced by local government.  Schools.  Health of citizens.  
 The sewers, grand & 16th smells horrible.  
 Infrastructure  
 Park equipment and potholes 
 Our roads 
 Education system 
 The parks 
 The drug problems of our town 
 The Hoosier Antiques building 
 The roads and infrastructure   
 Roads 
 Our attitudes for growth 
 The way we treat the addicted 
 Abandoned homes 
 Roads 
 Roads. Wayne County’s roads are smooth as glass. 
 Roads 
 Our school system  
 Our roads 
 Abandoned homes across the county  
 The economy, how incredibly trashy the city looks, and the corrupt police dept. 
 All infrastructure 
 Roads 
 Our roads 
 Roads 
 Government officials so that they listen to constituents and act accordingly to the wishes of the 

majority. Our jail to avoid lawsuits. Our zoning. 
 Our roads  
 Our mindset 
 Roads and infrastructures.  Must be improved to continue to attract people here. 
 Negative thinking. 
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 Park equipment and old downtown buildings 
 The infrastructure and the social inequity in the county. We have a lot of people living at the 

poverty level and we need to improve sustainability and assistance for them. 
 Roads 
 Roads 
 Roads 
 The lack of attention in County government to Knightstown 
 Our county roads 
 Roads, fix up buildings, tear down some of the ancient, ugly buildings offer incentives for 

rebuilds 
 ROADS 
 County roads 
 Roads-been taxed enough and it has not been spent on repair of roads 
 The rundown areas and the county government. 
 Education system.  But that involves getting big government out of the way  
 Roads  
 The roads. 
 Perception of the county.   
 County roads with all of this tax money that is being collected now 
 Our backwards forward going way of thinking.  Today's decisions can be tomorrow’s nightmares.   
 Our roads and our parks. 
 County Government 
 Roads and jail 
 The government system of the county 

We need less of… 

 Reactive government, more transparency in government 
 Abandoned and neglected houses 
 Drugs 
 Unemployed individuals 
 Truck stops and gas stations 
 Obstructionism 
 Bickering, negative attitudes, selfishness 
 Conflict of interest amongst decision makers 
 The complainers shutting down the people who might otherwise be willing to take a chance and 

be involved to working to improve our community but shy away from it for fear of being blasted 
by the complainers. 

 Fast food establishments 
 Trash talk 
 Drug addicts 
 General ignorance; sprawl along highways 
 Bickering amongst ourselves 
 Resistance to change 
 Drugs 
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 Dwelling completely on sports events, etc. 
 Dilapidated houses 
 "The way it was" 
 Taxes and government oversight 
 Economic exclusion, poverty, and fast food restaurants. 
 Money spent on trails.  They're when economy is good we get those things. 
 Handouts.  People need to be accountable and feel worthy. 
 I don't think people move here for trails.  Nice that we have a few but ridiculous to spend money 

on them when our roads are horrendous 
 Drugs 
 City officials 
 Under kept properties and abandon homes 
 Blocking major streets 
 Fast work restaurants, pizza 
 We have always done it this way.  
 Churches because we need a more diverse selection of businesses. An orange leaf would be 

amazing on Broad Street or in that area.  
 Gloom and doom 
 Drugs 
 Gas stations and fast food restaurants 
 Negativity  
 Separation  
 Drugs 
 Crime 
 Roads being closed 
 Victim mentality  
 Fast food  
 Political division  
 Have qualified people in the know.  
 Pizza places 
 Drug addiction  
 The vacant neglected houses 
 Arrogance.  
 Government 
 Complaining 
 Fast food 
 Government officials that do not listen to constituents and act without regard to the wishes of 

the majority. Any projects detrimental to life, liberty, and health. 
 Gas stations and fast food restaurants in Spiceland and New Castle. 
 Complaining 
 Drugs and those that feel entitled.   
 Arguments & tearing down old building in downtown. 
 Parks 
 Fast food  
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 The proposed wind farms that will ruin our county 
 Attention paid to New Castle area and more attention on Knightstown 
 More people need to be taught to be self-sufficient.  Help those in immediate need, but instruct 

how to get back on their feet. 
 Drug users.  
 Fast food places. Wind farms.  
 Unemployment 
 The good ole boys club  
 Dollar store type businesses 
 Welfare state and low paying jobs 
 Fast food  
 Wind turbine projects 
 Community division   

We need better…  

 Housing options for young people and families 
 Property maintenance 
 Hotels 
 Soft skills  
 Law enforcement   
 County roads 
 People who are willing to work and volunteer. 
 Handle on the drug problem in the community 
 Support for those willing to stick their necks out to work on positive change. Too often the ones 

carrying the pitchforks and torches garner the most (or loudest) supporters. 
 Preschool programs 
 Drug task forces 
 Educational attainment 
 Restaurants near the I-70 interchanges 
 Community support 
 Control of zoning 
 Pride about our single dwelling home 
 Hotels/motels  
 Senior care assistance  
 Schools and roads 
 Communication and leaders willing to listen instead of digging in their heels 
 Involvement with each other 
 Roads and communication 
 Family restaurants 
 Leadership  
 Community involvement 
 Futures and leaders 
 Representation at the city and county level 
 Medical care 
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 Schools 
 Roads 
 Knowledgeable citizen participation in developing and ensuring good government.  
 Communication, better public forums 
 The city needs a bigger, better social media presence.  
 Government  
 Drug treatment programs 
 Jobs 
 Luck 
 Community service  
 Streets 
 Education  
 Roads 
 Parks 
 Stores 
 Schools for our children. Due to political limitations at that state level the last 15 years. 
 Spiritual care 
 Communication within the community not everyone takes the paper 
 Leadership  
 Law enforcement. 
 Roads 
 Jobs 
 People in charge to handle the budget  
 Communication between citizens and elected community leaders 
 Police officers, jobs, help for those in need 
 Access to shopping, entertainment and medical care 
 Planning for long term, not just 5 years 
 Government officials that listen to constituents and act accordingly to the wishes of the 

majority. 
 Support for our public school teachers 
 Awareness.  Education of job availability.  
 Communication and compromise 
 Communication.  
 Infrastructure water lines to 70  
 Access to clean energy sources, professional support and development for teachers, and better 

support for families and students. 
 Places for our kids to play  
 Childcare options and daycare for the elderly 
 Representation 
 Representation in county government and county planning from Knightstown community 

members 
 Communication and representation in county government. Less behind the scene deals between 

elected officials and companies trying to buy them off. 
 Recreation for families 
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 Communication with our local government 
 Moderators for our county  
 Thinking people for long range planning 
 Job markets  
 Opportunities 
 Leadership 
 Visions 
 Cell phone coverage in Middletown. 
 County Government officials 
 Zoning 
 Jail and drug programs 
 County officials 

We need to replace…  

 Bad roads 
 Empty houses with green space 
 Jail 
 W.G. Smith building 
 The Smith Building and 4H buildings, but let's not be hasty and build in an open field just 

because there is room there.   
 Old ways of thinking and get more innovative with bring jobs to the community 
 The street lights in our downtown.  
 Our bad roads and bridges 
 Water and sewer infrastructure in White Estates 
 Resistance with acceptance 
 Jail 
 The motels we have on Route 3 with name brand ones 
 Many of our roads 
 Run down housing with opportunities for first time home owners 
 Old school, self-serving politicians 
 Discrimination with genuine acceptance, gas/electric with environment-friendly infrastructures. 
 Equipment for children at public parks  
 Legislation 
 The planning commissioners 
 Street signs  
 Repair some of the buildings on Broad not tear them down 
 Update Osborne park 
 The provincial and artificial boundaries which divide us and appear somewhat "odd" to people 

moving into the community. 
 Ingrained negativity 
 Park equipment at memorial  
 Walmart 
 Park equipment  
 Conflict with resolution 
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 The old guard so to speak. 
 Victim mentality with victor mentality  
 The New Castle Historical Commission. It's been 4 long years and still no pizza joint and Irish pub 

at the Jennings Building. 
 Roads 
 Old way of thinking 
 The Henry county jail  
 County government and leadership 
 Sidewalk at baker park 
 Government officials that do not listen to constituents and act without regard to the wishes of 

the majority. 
 Factory farming with sustainable practices 
 Local leadership 
 Roads  
 The torn down buildings in uptown New Castle, government officials with some who will listen 

to and do what the people want. 
 The mindset that Knightstown needn't be represented in county government and planning 
 Everyone who secretly tries to deal the underhand with companies that promise bribes for 

votes. It is happening here, yet nothing is done to correct it. 
 Replace or tear down unlivable and unusable houses and buildings in town. 
 Some officials 
 Get rid of the county NCHCEDC or totally change the personnel.   

County commissioners 
 Nothing.  We need to maintain and build on what we have. 
 County Government officials 

We need to get better at… 

 Executing our trails and greenways plan, beautifying our city and towns, taking care of our parks, 
saving our wetlands 

 Encouraging community pride 
 Helping those in need to off the system 
 Holding parents accountable for parenting their children 
 Working together and listening to ideas.   
 Getting people to invest in the community and take pride in their homes/properties 
 Advocating for ourselves! We deserve better! 
 Attracting small business 
 Building a strong work force  
 Downtown vitality 
 Communication and transparency 
 Change 
 Working together and volunteering  
 Looking globally into business opportunity 
 Supporting government 
 Working together 
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 Communication and self-education of corporations wanting to open business in Henry County.  
Look behind the curtain before accepting the promises of money. 

 Accepting 
 Attending what activities are available.  Horse shows are wonderful, but not many locals attend. 
 Utilizing what we have 
 Communicating 
 Thinking ahead out of the box 
 Doing what's best for all, not our own pocketbooks 
 Listening to the residents’ concerns and addressing known issues.  
 Listening to the community 
 Communication  
 Understanding the importance of projecting the community not only to ourselves but others.  
 Helping the needy get on their feet  
 Accepting change 
 Working 
 Working as a community  
 Listening to the community as a whole  
 Understanding what people need in the community  
 Preserving our past while we have some left. 
 Transparency 
 Attracting business/jobs 
 Strategies for growth 
 Planning further ahead 
 Exit 123 on I-70 
 Communication  
 Handling budget and taking care of community 
 Communication  
 Embracing the community, wanting to help people, being there for those struggling 
 Attracting new businesses 
 Realizing not all business investment is good for the county 
 Relaying things to do 
 Managing our government. 
 Feeding our community 
 Communicating 
 Our facilities infrastructure  
 Accepting change 
 Taking care of problems that matter.  
 Listening, caring, sharing 
 Working as a community, united as one.   
 Recognizing Knightstown as the jewel that it is for this county 
 Doing honest labor for honest pay.  40 hours work/40 hours pay 
 Managing county debt 
 Spending tax dollars wisely. 
 Recruiting manufacturing businesses 
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 Communication 
 Presenting our county.  We look like a poor county with no insight.  We need to present the 

county much better starting at SR 3 and I-70 
 Be proactive and ready to change.  
 Listening to the wants/needs of all the citizens of the county 
 21th century technology and bringing those technologies to Henry County.   
 Being attractive to outside families and businesses. 
 Having a transparent county government 
 Protecting citizens 
 Conducting government business for the people  

We need to do something about…  

 Preserving our natural areas, saving our downtowns,  and encouraging our young people to stay 
 Vacant commercial properties 
 Drugs 
 The dumpster on 14th street 
 The amount of drugs 
 I-70 and State Rd 3 are the gateway to our county I think we need to make it more welcoming.  

Maybe even think about changing the on and off ramps.  
 Sidewalks and dilapidated properties 
 The drug issues in our community. It isn't fun or exciting but we probably need to face reality 

and deal with the very real issues of drug addiction and all of the ancillary issues that come with 
it (mental illness, crime, broken families, homelessness, etc.) 

 Amount of unemployed people  
 Negative input and roadblocks to progress 
 Code enforcement  
 CAVE people (citizens against virtually everything) 
 Pre-school education 
 Infrastructure that stands in the way of growth and development 
 School bullying 
 Roads, drugs, and code enforcement.   
 Our Doctors not staying here.  It's frustrating to have to get a new doctor every couple of years. 
 Downtown stagnation and windmill encroaching on our residential areas 
 Hard drug use and depression taking over 
 The roads and wind farms 
 The drugs in this town 
 Drugs 
 Opiate drug problem.  Preschool education.  A sense of individual worth and ability to make a 

difference.  
 The crime and drug use.  
 Lack of commerce 
 Potholes 
 Public Transportation 
 The drugs 
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 The roads 
 Career opportunities  
 Henry County Memorial Hospital.  
 The leadership in this community not listening to our wants and needs 
 Victim mentality  
 Doctors giving out so many opiates 
 Shoving windmills down our throats. It's an intrusion on private property rights. 
 Our parks  
 Our transit department expanding 
 The nearly empty and dilapidated youth center  
 The truck stops  
 The drugs in our community  
 Government officials that do not listen to constituents and act without regard to the wishes of 

the majority. The maintenance of infrastructure. Any projects detrimental to life, liberty, and 
health. 

 Obesity 
 Drugs 
 Roads and infrastructure 
 The closed off portion of S. 14th street in New Castle. 
 Proposed wind farms and Retail business failure.  
 Directing more attention to Knightstown 
 Our downtown  
 Corruption in government 
 Cleaning up New Castle. I am ashamed the way it looks when coming into town on SR 38 and it 

doesn't get better, just a dead and dying town. 
 Industrial wind farms potentially developing 
 Too many things to mention 
 The trashy appearance in our county. 
 making things better for the people and not worse 
 Industrial wind turbine issue in densely populated rural areas 
 The government’s debt which does not include IWT's to help resolve the issue.   
 Getting new county government officials 
 Wind turbines 
 Government officials ignoring hundreds of constituents and town leaders when they reject the 

intrusiveness of wind energy 

We need to think about…   

 Preserving our rural landscapes and natural areas 
 Attracting more residents 
 What is going to bring the children today back to our community as an adult 
 Redistricting our elementary schools 
 What we are leaving for our kids 
 Our future and the generation that will be supporting those of us who are currently in the 

workforce but will be retiring in the next 15-20 years. We need to make sure they have a 
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community that they care about as much as we currently care about it! 
 Additional housing needs 
 The future  
 How to educate and improve our workforce 
 Tighter zoning on State Road 3 
 What New Castle will look like in the next ten years 
 What we want our future to look like 
 The future and the strengths that we have to build on. 
 Establishing a sustainable future for our children 
 Protecting land values and the quality of life of the residents already here. 
 The common good. 
 Promoting volunteerism and where volunteers are needed.  Monthly community calendar. 
 That we are presenting our community as lax and willing to be a rug for any big business to walk 

on. 
 How our government affects the county. 
 Legit decent paying jobs that would support families instead of empty shell buildings and 

companies who come here with big promises and we give huge tax abatement s to then they 
leave when the gravy train is gone.   

 The negative effects of wind farms 
 The future economic potential  
 How to keep the historic buildings  
 Family oriented activities 
 How will this decision affect us today and in the future? 
 The future. Saving our educational system. After the downtown projects complete, think about 

opening a better free, income based health clinic for local citizens.  
 The future 
 Public transportation 
 The future 
 Growing our community and bringing in more businesses 
 Every issue that was asked about on this survey and how we can make the community better 
 Realistic and sustainable goals and how to achieve them.    
 What type of community we want to be in the future? 
 How we can make changes 
 Opening our minds for growth. 
 New ways to do things  
 The poor 
 The future of our community. Are restaurants going to make Henry County a destination spot?  
 Our community that relies on public transit 
 Utilizing what we have. 
 What we can do to show our youth that they want to grow up and raise their families here.  
 Balancing the government private company employment balance 
 An active community 
 Any projects that are detrimental to life, liberty, and health before we commit to them. 
 Growth opportunities. Finishing projects 
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 The future, what Henry County be in another 100 years. 
 The 22nd century 
 How to keep Henry County competitive in a globalized economy and increasingly technological 

world. 
 Laws and how our money is spent. 
 What we can do as individuals to help 
 Impact of wind farms on human well being  
 How Knightstown is the road to success for this county 
 What is best for our whole county 
 The future of our community.  Every decision made now affects everyone, either directly or 

indirectly, for years to come. 
 The future of Henry County 
 Getting better representation from our elected officials. 
 Our county as becoming an extension of Indianapolis.   
 Businesses that attract artisans and outdoor events that have class. 
 The growth out of fishers, Pendleton, Fortville, and Greenfield.  
 Our future 
 The health & safety of this county. No matter what your vision is, nor how good of a plan you 

formulate without the health of the citizens have no plan worth talking about.   
 How short-term gains may be long-term mistakes. 
 Keeping industrial wind turbines out of henry county 
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